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I.O. INTRODUCTION

The Constitution (Amendment) (No.2) Blll, 2017 was read for the first time on the 3'd of

October, 2017 and subsequently referred to the Committee on Legal and Parliamentary

Affairs for scrutiny.

2.0. BACKGROUND

The Committee took note that the manner in which the motion seeking leave for the

introduction of the private members' Bill on the twenty seventh of September, 20l7was

controversial. This was preceded by the ejection of some members of Parliament from the

Chamber by strangers. The Committee notes however that these events had no bearing in the

duty bestowed on it under Rule 1 18.

The Committee is cognizant of Chapter 18 of the 1995 Constitution of the Republic of

Uganda which provides for the amendment of the Constitution. Article 259 of this Chapter

s as follows;

Subject to the provisiotrs of this Constitution, Porliament may amend by way of

, voriation or repeal, any provision of this Constitution in accordance with

the procedure laid down in this Chapter.

(2) This Constitution shall not be amended except by an Act of Parliament-

(a) the sole purpose of which is to amend this Constitution; and

(b) the Act has been passed in accordance with this Chapten

1

The Chapter also specifies

l. amendments that require a referendum;

ll. amendments requiring the approval by the district councils;

iii. the quorum required for Parliament to pass Constitution amendments;

In scrutinizing this Bill, the committee is alive to Article 262 of the Constitution which

empowers Parliament to amend any provisions of the Constitution other than those articles

requiring the approval of the District councils or those which can be amended by
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In that regard therefore, the Committee noted that the proposals contained in the Bill are only

those that can be amended and passed by Parliament as prescribed under Article 262 of the

Constitution.

The Committee noted that matters of Constitutional amendment saved by the 9(h Parliament

are not included in this Bill. The Committee recalls that during the scrutiny of the

Constitution (AmendmenQ Bill, 2015, it received diverse views from stakeholders that went

beyond the scope of the Bill. As part of its report, a minority report was authored by some of

its members and was attached as part of the majority report. The House adopted the minority

report, however due to time constraints; it did not dispose of it and was therefore saved for

consideration by the tenth Parliament.

3.0. METHODOLOGY

committee extended invitations to identified stakeholders and other interested parties to

before it or to submit written memoranda containing their views

The Committee resolved to meet His Excellency the President in his capacity as a former

presidential candidate, but also because a number of stakeholders the Committee interacted

with cited him as a direct beneficiary of especially, the proposed amendment to Article 102

(b). The Committee notes that it extended similar invitations to other former presidential

candidates of 2016 general elections, but only Prof. Venancius Baryamureeba honoured the

invitation.

Whereas the Committee had planned to carry out nationwide public regional consultations

and external benchmark visits on the Bill, it was not possible. The Committee was informed

the Parliamentary administration that funds for these activities were not available

The Committee also looked at relevant case law such as the case of Amama Mbabazi Vs YK

Museveni, Electoral Commission and the Attorney General, Presidential Election Petition

No- I of 2016.

The committee further carried out desk research on similar provisions in other jurisdictions
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such as the Republics of Kenya, Rwanda, USA, United Kingdom and others.
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In the process of scrutinising the Bill, the committee met and received memoranda from the

following stakeholders:

(1) Hon. Raphael Magyezi (MP) Igara West

(2) Equal Opportunities Commission

(3) Ministry of Justice & Constitutional Affairs

(4) The Rt. Hon. Prime Minister of the Republic of Uganda;

(5) Uganda Law Reform Commission;

(6) The Electoral Commission:

(7) The National Resistance Movement Party

(8) The Democratic Party;

(9) The Conservative Party;

(10) Dr. Mwambutsya Ndebesa

(11) Justice Forum -JEEMA

(12) Professor Tarsis Bazana Kabwegyere

(13) Leader of the Opposition (LOP)

) Uganda Local Government Association (ULGA)

s) Uganda Association of Uneducated persons (TUAUP)

Maguru Daudi II

r7) University School of Psychology

(18) Mr. George W. Bakka

(19) Mr. Gilbert Mutungi

(20) Mr. Moses Mfitumukiza

(21) Mr. Egole Lawrence Emmy

(22)Fr. Peter Bakka

(23) Mr.Langoya Alex

(24) Mr. Owachgiu Richard

(25) Maj. Gen. Rtd. General Jim Muhwezi

(26) FRONASA Veterans

(27) Society for Justice and National Unity (SoJNU)

(28) Prof. Venansius Baryamureeba

(29)Prof . E.F Ssempebwa

(30) Mr. PeterMulira

(31) Hon. Amanya Mushega
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(32)Dr. Tanga Odoi

(33) Kick All Age Limits Out of the Constitution (KALOC)

(34) Centre for Information Research and Development

(35) Hon. Kenneth Lubogo

(36) Masindi District Local Government Council

(37) Mr. Fred Guweddeko

(38) Buganda Region NRM Youth Voluntary & Advocacy Mobilizers (BREVOM)

(39) Guild Presidents' Forum on Governance (GPFOG)

(40) Mr. Gabula Sadat

(41) Kampala Business Community Informal Sector (KBCIS)

(42) Kampala Arcades Traders Association (KATA)

(43) Wansanso Kibuye Co-operative Saving & Credit Society Ltd

(44) Kampala Operational Taxi Stages Association (KOTSA)

(45) Kampala Tukolebukozi Timbers Association (KATUTA)

(46) Nakivubo Road Old Kampala (Kissekka) Market Vendors Ltd

(47) Uganda Mechanics and Engineering Association

(4 Urban Community Vector Control Group (UCOVEC)

49) Uganda Markets & Allied Employees Union (UMEU)

Thomas Tayebwa.

1) Balikuddembe Market Stalls, Space & Lock Up Shops Owners Association Ltd

(52) Uganda Printing and Publishing Corp

(53) Minister of Finance, Planning and Economic Development

3.2. scope of work of the committee

The Committee, guided by the House and the rules of procedure, received submissions and

proposals specific to the Bill as well as proposals for amendment of the Constitution beyond

the scope of the Bill.

The scope of the Committee's work is well articulated in Rule ll8, especially sub rules (2),

(3) and (4) of the Rules of Procedure of Parliament. Rule I l8 is reproduced below-
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(1) Whenever a Bill is read the First Time in the House, it shall be referred to

the appropriate Committee appointed under the provisions of these Rules.

(2) The Committee shall exumine the Bill in detail and make all such inquiries

in relation to it as the Committee considers expedient or necessary and

report to the House within forty Jive days from the dote the Bill is referred to

the Committee.

(3) Except in cases of very minor omendments, and subject to rule 121, all

proposed amendments to a Bill referred to a Committee shall be presented to

the Committee by the person proposing the amendment und the Committee

shall scrutinize it together with the Bill.

(4) The committee nray propose and accept proposed amendntents itt tlte bill os

it considers Jit, tf the amendments (including new clouses and new

schedules) are relevant to the subject matter of tlte bill."

The above Rule, especially sub-rule (2) directs a Committee to which a Bill is referred to

examine the Bill in detail and make all such inquiries in relation to it as the Committee

considers expedient or necessary and report to the House within forty five days from the date

the Bill is referred to the Committee. Furthermore, sub-rule (3) directs the committee to

receive proposals for amendment of the Bill and to scrutinise the same and in sub-rule (4), to

only accept such amendments that are relevant to the subject matter of the bill.

4.0. AMENDMENT OF THE CONSTITUTION BY WAY OF A PRIVATE

MBER'S BILL

The right . a Member to move a private member's bill is enshrined in Article 94 of the

Constitution and rule 110 of the Rules of procedure of Parliament. Article 94 of the

Constitution and rule ll0 of the Rules of procedure of Parliament empower a Member of
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P6liament to move a private member's Bill. Article 94 of

.${( *u,", of procedure of Parliament are reproduced below-

the Constitution and rule 110 of

the procedure of its committees.

Article 94 of the constitution

"94. Rules of procedure in Parliument

(1) Subject to the provisions of this Constitution, Porlianent may make rules

to regulate its own procedu re, including
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(2) Parliament may act notwithstanding s vacancy in its membership.

(3) The presence or the participation of a person not entitled to be present or

b participate in the proceedings of Parliament shall not, by itself, invalidate

those proceedings.

(4) The rules of procedure of Parliament shall include the following

provisions-

(a) the Speaker shqll determine the order o.f business in Parlianrent and

shall give priority to Government business;

(b) a member of Parliament hos the right lo move a privale member's bill;

(c) the member moving the private ntember's bill sltoll be ffitrded
reasonable assistance by the department of Governnrent whose area of
operatiott is affected by tlre bill; ond

(d) the ofjlce of the Attorney General shall afford the member moving the

private member's billprofessional assislonce in tlte drafting of the bill.

Rule 110 ofthe rules ofprocedure

/ "110. Private Memhers' Bills

(1) Every Member hos o right to move u Private Member's Bill.

(2) The Member moving a Private Members' Bill shall be afforded reasonoble

assistance by the Department of Government whose area of operation is alfected by

the Bill.

(3) The Department of Legal and Legislative Services of Parliontent shall, where

necessory, uffird the Member moving the Private Members' Bill professional

assistance in the clrafting of the Bill.

(4) The Clerk shall compile the jinal Bill to be attached to the motion under rule

111.

Article 94 read together with rule 110 guarantee a Member's right to introduce before

Parliament a private Member's bill. ln moving a private Member's bill, Article 94 and rule

I l0 empower the Member to be assisted in fulfilling his or her objectives by the AG who is

supposed to provide professional assistance in the drafting of the bill, the department of

whose area of operation is affected by the Bill and the department of legal and

legislative services which provides professional assistance in the drafting the Bill

7lt'age
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It should be noted that the only limitation to the exercise of a member's right to move a

private Member's bill is found in Article 93 of the Constitution and section 76 of the Public

Finance Management Act, 2015. Article 93 of the Constitution imposes restrictions on a

private Member and prohibits him or her from bringing a motion or bill which has financial

implications. Article 93 is reproduced below-

"93. Restriction on Jinancial matters

Parliament shall not, unless the bill or the motion is introduced on behalf of the

Government-

(a) proceed upon o bill, including an amendment bill, that makes provision for any

of the following-
(i) the imposition of taxation or the alteration of taxation otherwise than b1,

reduction;

(ii) the impositiort of a charge on the Consolidated Fund or

other public fund of Uganda or the alteration of any suclt charge otlterwise

than by reduction;

(iii) the payntent, issue or withdrawal from the Consolidated Fund or other

public fund of Uganda of any monies not chorged on that fund or any

increase in the amount of that payment, issue or withdrawal; or

(iv) the composition or remission of any debt due to the Government of

Uganda; or

(b) proceed upon a motion, including an amendntent to a motion, the effict of

which would be to make provision for any of the purposes speciJied in paragraph

(a) ofthk article.

On the other hand, section 76 of the Public Finance Management Act, requires that every bill

must be accompanied by a certificate of financial implications. Section 76 is reproduced

below-

"76. Cosl estimates for Bills.

(1) Every Bill introduced in Porliament shall be accompanied by a certiJicate of

.financial implications issued by the Minister.

(2) The cefiiJicate of .financial implications issued under subsection (1) shall

indicate the estimates of revenue and expenditure over the period of not less than

N
a
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two years after the coming into e.ffect of the Bill when passed
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(3) In addition to the requirements under subsection (2) the certfficate of jinancial

implications shall indicate the impact of the Bill on the economy.

(4) Notwithstanding sub sections (1), (2) and (3), a certificate of Jinancial

implication shall be deemed to have been issued after 60 days from the date of

requesl for the certificate."

What the above illustrate is that a private Member is afforded the right to move a private

Member's bill and the AG as well as the department of legal and legislative services merely

provide support services as and when they are requested by the Member.

The committee observed that there was general uneasiness around the Bill, especially arising

from the fact that the Bill to amend the Constitution was a private member's Bill. In

answering this, Article 94 and Rule I l0 generally empower a Member of Parliament to move

a private members Bill on any matter. Whereas the words "private member's Bill" are not

defined in the Constitution or the rules of procedure of Parliament, in Rule 2 as well as

section I of the Acts of Parliament Act Cap 2 define the word "Bill" as follows-

*Bill" means the draft of an Act of Parliament and includes both a Private

Member's Bill and a Government Bill;

If one considers the requirement of Article 259, especially clause (2), it is discernible that for

the Constitution to be amended there must be an Act of Parliament whose sole purpose is to

the Constitution.

Since a Bill is a draft Act of Parliament, includes Private Member's Bills and

Government Bills and article 259 (2) (a) requires that the amendment of the Constitution

must arise from an Act of Parliament whose sole purpose is to amend the Constitution, then

both Private Members and Government may propose Bills to amend the Constitution. It is

therefore noticeable that there is no difference between Bills for enactment or amending

legislations and Bills for amending the Constitution. The Committee is fortified in this

( argument by section 2 of the Acts of Parliament Act which require Acts and Bills to take theY"
.VJame form.r\}

By implication, since there is no difference between Bills for enactment or amending

legislation and Bills for amending the Constitution, the rules that generally apply to both are

the same. Indeed, to buttress this further, Chapter 18 doesn't require a peculiar procedure for

introduction of a Bill whose purpose is to amend the Constitution neither does it limit the
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exercise of a private Member's right to present a Bill with the intention of amending the

Constitution. Therefore from the above the committee recognises thatthere is no legal

impediment on the exercise of a Private Member's right to raise a Bill with the intention of

amending the Constitution as long as that Bill complies with the requirements of Article 93

and 259 of the Constitution, section 76 of the Public Finance Management Act and rules I l0

and I I I of the rules of procedure of Parliament;

(a) the rules of procedure applicable to Bills generally apply in equal measure to Bills

whose sole purpose is to amend the Constitution.

5.0. OBJECT OF THE BILL

The object of the Bill is to amend the Constitution of the Republic of Uganda in accordance

with articles 259 and 262 of the Constitution to provide for the time within which to hold

Presidential, Parliamentary and Local govemment council election under Article 6l; to pro-

vide for eligibility requirements for a person to be elected as President or District Chairperson

underArticles 102(b) and 183(2) (b), to increase the numberof days withinwhich to file and

determine a presidential election petition under 104 and for related matters.

6.0. CASE LAW RELEVANT TO THE PROPOSALS MADE IN THE BILL

AMAMA MBABAZI VS YOWERI KAGUTA MUSEVENI, THE ELECTORAL

COMMISSION & THE ATTORNEY GENERAL, PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

PETITION NO.l OF 2016

The facts of this case are as follows.

The Petitioner was a presidential candidate in the 2016 Presidential elections who was

,.,qFrn"u"d by the decision of the Electoral Commission to declare the first respondent winner.

'Ythe petitioner filed a petition before the Supreme Court under Article 104 of the Constitution

and Section 59 (1) of the PEA, based on various grounds and complaints. In the petition, the

Petitioner contended that the election was conducted without compliance with the provisions

and the principles of the PEA, the ECA and the 1995 Constitution and that this affected the

result of the election in a substantial manner. For this, he faults the Commission. The issues

for determination were-&
l0 lt,age
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1. Whether there was noncompliance with the provisions of the PEA and Electoral

Commission Act, in the conduct of the 2016 Presidential election.

2. Whether the said election was not conducted in accordance with the principles kid

down in the PEA, and the Electoral Commission AcL

3. Wether if either issue I and 2 or both ore onswered in the affirmcttive, strch

noncompliance w-ith the said laws and the principles affected the results of the

elections in u substuntiol manner.

4. Whether the alleged illegctl practices or uny electoral offences in the petitiort under

the Presidential electionAct, were commilted by the lst Respondent personolly, or by

his agents v'ith his knov,ledge ond consent or upprovul.

5. Ilhether the Attorney General (AG) u,as correctly added as a responclent in this

election petition.

6. Whether the Petitioner is entitled to uny of the reliefs sought.

On the 3l'tof March 2016, the Supreme Court delivered its decision, finding that the lst

Respondent was validly elected as President in accordance with Article 104 of the

Constitution and Section 59 of the Presidential Election Act (PEA) and unanimously

ssed the petition. However, Court made a number of recommendations and directed the

G to follow up their implementation. The recommendations are detailed below-

"1. TimeforJiling and determination of the petition

In the course oJ'hearing this petition, tlte issue of the inadeq oJ'the time provided

in Article 104(2) and (3) of the Constitution.forfiling and deterntining of presidential

election petitions came up. The same issue was also pointed out by this Court in the

two previotts presidential election petitions. The 10 day period within v,hich to.file a

presidential election petition and to gother evidence and the 30 days within which the

Court must analyze the evidence and ntake a decision as provided under Article 104

(2) and (3) of the Constittttion and section 59 (2) and (j) qf the PEA is inadequate.

We recomntend that the period be reviewed and necessary antendntents be ntade to

the lctv, to increuse it to al least 60 duys to give the parties und the Court su.fficient

?
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time to prepare, present, hear and determine the petition, while at the same time

being mindful of the time within which the new President must be sworn in.

2. The nature of evidence

Whilst the trse of ffidavit evidence in presidential election petitions is necessuty due

to the lintited tinte within which the petition must be deterntined, it nevertheless has

serious drawbacks mainly because the veracity of'affidavit evidence cannot be tested

throttgh examination by the Court or cross-examination by the other parQ. Affidavit

evidence on its own may be unreliable as many witnesses tend to be partisan. We

recontmend thnt the Rules be amended to provide .for the use o.f'orrtl evidence in

udclition to a.ffidavit evidence, with leave of court.

3. The time .for holding fresh elections

Article 104(7) provides thutwhere a presidentiul election is unnulled, u.fresh election

nrust be held within 20 days. We believe this is unreolistic, givert the problerus that

have come to light in the course of heuring oll the three petitions that this Cotrrt hos

deult with to-date. In all these petitions, the Contmission hus been found wanting in

sonle oreos. Importation of election ntaterials hos sometimes been o problent.

Securing .funds has also often provided challenges. Therefore, to require the

Commission to hold a.free and.fair election within 20 days after another has been

nullified is being overly optimistic. A longer and ntore realistic time.frame shottld be

put in place

4. The Use of technologt:

I4/hile the introduction of technologt in the election process should be encouraged, v,e

nevertheless recommend thctt a law to regulate the use of technologt in the conduct

and management of elections should he enacted. It should be introduced well u'ithin

tinte to train the fficials ctncl sensitize voters and other stakehoklers 
".ffit ,*r- )

5. Ilnequal use of State owned media; \L+f

Both the Constitution in Article 67 (3) and the PEA in section 24 (1), provide that oll

presidential candidates shall be given equal tinte und spocc on State ou'ned mediu to

present their prograrumes to the people. We.fbuncl that UBC had./ailed in this cluty.
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V[/e recommend that the electoral law should be amended to provide for sanctions

against any State organ or fficer who violates this Constitutional duty.

6. The late enactment of relevant legislation

We obserued that the ECA and the PEA were amended as late as November, 2015.

Indeed the Chairntan of the Comntission gave the late anrcndntent of the lov, us the

reoson .for extending the nominotion date. We recomntend that ruty election relatecl

law, refitrnt be undertaken within two years rt'the establishment of the nev' Parliament

in order to atoid last mirutte hastily enacted legislation on elections.

7. Donutions cluring election period.

Sectiort 64 qf the PEA deols u,ith briberyt. We note thut Section 64 (7) .forbids

cundidates or their agents .front canying out fundroising or giving donutiorts during

the period of cantpaigns. Under Section 64 (8), it is an offbnce to violote Section 64

(7). However, we note thot under Sectiort 64 (9) ct candidate ntay solicit for.funds to

organize.fbr electiorts during the campaign period. Furtherntore, a President moy itt

the ordinaty course of his/her duties give donations even during the cumpuign period.

This section in the law should be antended to prohibit the giving of donations by all

candidates including a President who is also a candidate, in order to create a level

playingfieldfor all

8. Involvement of public ofJicers in political campaigns:

The law should make it explicit that public servants are prohibited front involvement

in political campaigns.

9. The role of the Attorney General in election petitions.

The Attorney Generctl is the principal legal advisor of Govemment as perArticle 119

of the Constitution. Rule 5 of the PEA Rules also requires the Attorney General to be

served with the petition. LI/e found that several complaints were raised against some

public officers and security personnel during the election process. However, the

definition of "respondenl" in Rule 3 of the PEA Rules as it currently is, does not

include the Attorney General as a possible Respondent. Further, Rule 20(6) of the

PEA ktles, provides thut even v,hen u Petitioner w,onts to withdraw u petition,

€
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Attorney General can object to the withdrawal. The law should be amended to moke

it permissible.for the Attorney General to be made Respondent where necessary.

10. Implementation of recommendations by the Supreme Court:

We note that ntost of the recommendations for refornt made by this Court in the

previotts presidential election petitions, have rentained largely unimplemented. It may

v,ell be that no authority was identified to /bllotr up their implementotion. I4/e have

nevertheless observed in this petition that the Rules reErire that the Attorney

Generol be served with all the doamtents in the petition. We hove.further noted thol

the Attorney General moy obiect to withdrawal of' proceetlings. Therefore the

Atlorney General is the uuthority that must be served with the recontntendations oJ'

this Court.fbr necessot))./bllow up. "

The Committee observes that whereas the above recommendations were made, the Bill

concerned directly with Recommendations I and2, being-

(1) The Time for filing and determination of the petition

(2) The time for holding fresh elections:

The Committee takes specific note that the implementation of the other recommendations

requires the amendment of other laws, including the Evidence Act, Cap 6, the Parliamentary

Elections Act, 2010, the Presidential Elections Act, 2005, the Electoral Commission Act, Cap

140, the Political Parties and Organisations Ac| 2005, the Presidential Elections (Elections

Petitions) Rules 2001 and 2002 and it recommends that Government urgently complies with

the recommendations of the Supreme Court.

7.0. OBSERVATIONS, RECOMMBNDATTONS AND

CONCLUSIONS

This section of the report gives a critical analysis of the proposed amendments to the 1995

Constitution, the Constitutional provisions being amended, a comparative analysis of similar

N
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provisions in other jurisdictions, the effect of the amendment on other Constitutional

provisions if any, the stake holders' views on the proposed amendment and an analysis of the

proposed amendment.

CLAUSE 1 OF THE BILL

Clause I of the Bill seeks to amend Article 61 of the Constitution by substituting for clause

(2) the following-

"(2) The Electoral Commission shall hold Presiclential, General Parliamentary ond

Local Government Council elections within the .first thirty days of the last one

hundred and twenfii doys before the expiration of the term of the ffice o.f the

President."

CURRENT CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISION

Currently, Article 61 (2) of the Constitution reads as follows-

"(2) The Electoral Conmtission shall hold presidential, general parliamentary encl

local governntent council elections within the jirst thirg days of the last ninety days

before the expirotion of the term of tlte office of the President."

EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

The proposal has the following effects-

(o) It obligates the electoral commission to hold presidential, general and

local goverrlntent coutlcil elections within the.first 30 days of'the lost 120 days beJbre

the expiry of u term of the President instead of the current provision which requires

similar elections to be held within the first 30 days of the last 90 days before the ternt

ends.

(b) It requires elections to be held within the first 30 days of the last 120 days, thereby

moving the election calendar.fi"om February to Januoryt or earlier.

(c) It expands the time within which presidential, local governntent and general

parliantentory elections are held.from the last 90 days to the last 120 days.

STAKEHOLDER'S VIEWS
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Electoral Commission (EC)

The EC agreed with the proposed amendment to expand the time within which

elections are held as proposed in the Bill. The EC noted that the amendment is in line

with the decision of court in the cose of the Amamu Mbubazi Vs YK Museveni, EC

and others.

Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs (MOJ&CA)

The Ministty agreed with the proposed antendntent to Article 61 (2) since tha

proposal to ontend Article 6l (2) arose./'rom the Supreme Court decision in its case o.f

Amantu Mbabazi Vs Y.K. Museveni & EC, Presidential Petition No. I of 2016.

Uganda Law Reform Commission (ULRC)

ULRC recommended that clause I oJ'the Bill had a clirect intpact on the provisiorts o;f'

Article 104 of'the Constitution and these nnrst be considered together.

Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC)

The EOC observed that the omendment in clause I of the Bill will have the ef/bct of

holding presidentiol, general parliamentary and L.C elections in January insteod of

the February as happens currently. EOC observed that this will ensure that the school

going and university students will be able to participate and exercise their right to

vote since elections will be during the January holidays.

National Resistance Movement Organisation (NRM-O)

NRM agreed with the proposed amendment.

a

a

a

a
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Prime Minister

The Prime Minister agreed with the proposal to omend Article 61 (2) as proposed in

the Bill since it will give sfficient time within which to hold presidentiol elections and

oll the other processes thot go with it

The Uganda Association of Uneducated persons (TUAUP)

a
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TUAUP objected to the proposed amendment of Article 6l of the Constittttion, though

they never gave any reasons for the objection.

FRONASA Veterans

Agreed with the proposed antendment.

a

o

Hon. Kenneth Lubogo, MP, Bulamogi County, Kaliro

Hon. Kenneth Lubogo proposed the antendment of Article 6l (3) of the Constitutiort to

require that Presidential elections, Generol Parliamentary elections os well as

elections.for District Chairpersons ore curried oLtt on the same day.

ANALYSIS

The Committee observes that the proposal to expand the time within which presidential, local

government and general parliamentary elections are held from the last 90 days to the last 120

days is welcome and should be supported.

The Committee notes that expanding the number of days will ensure elections are held early

enough and not at the end of the Presidential term. The holding of elections early enough will

enable other legal and procedural processes to take place before the expiry ofthe presidential

term. The Committee recognized that the determinant of when elections are held in Uganda is

the end of term of the President. The term of the President is set at 5 years in Article 105 of

the Constitution and cannot be extended except through amendment of the Constitution.

The Committee observed that after a presidential election, the Constitution allows certain

processes to take place. These processes, which must be completed before the expiry of the

presidential term, include-

(a) counting and declaring results;

(b) holding a re-run in case none of the candidates obtains the highest number of votes;

, (c) challenging a presidential election;

.1rolcourtdeterminationofapetitionchallengingapresidentialelection;andM-\.,' (e) holding fresh presidential elections incase court nullifies a presidential election.

In determining the adequacy of the amendment to clause I of the Bill, the Committee

considered the processes that have to be complied with after a presidential election but
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the expiry of the presidential term. The Committee noted that there is a link between the time

within which presidential elections are held and the time within which other processes

pertaining to those elections can take place.

The Committee observed that Article 61 of the Constitution has a direct link with Articles

103 (5) and 104 (2) (3) and (6) of the Constitution. This is so because the duration within

which elections are held determines the duration within which the other processes arising

from those elections can be carried out. The relevant articles are reproduced below-

Article 103 (5) is reproduced below-

"(5) Where ut a presidentiul eleclion no candidute obtuins llte percentage of votes

speciJied in clause (4) of this article, a second election shall be held within thir4,

days after the declaration of the results in which election the two candidates who

obtained the highesl number of votes shull be the only candidate"

Article 104 (2), (3) and (6) are reproduced below-

"(2) A petition under clause (l) of this article sholl be lodged inthe Supreme Court

registtlt within ten days after the declaration of the election results.

(3) The Supreme Court shall inquire into and determine the petition expeditiously

and shall declare its findings not later than thir| days from the date the petition is

.filed

(6) Where an election is annulled, a fresh election shall be held within twenty

from the date of the annulment"

Article 103 (5) deals with presidential election re- run in circumstances where no candidate

acquires more than 50% of the valid votes cast in an election. In such a situation Article 103

(5) requires that a presidential election is repeated within 20 days after the declaration of

results. Furthermore, Article 104, which deals with challenging a presidential election,

prescribes strict time lines for carrying out processes challenging a Presidential election.

These time lines are-

(a) Article 104 (2) requires an aggrieved candidate to file a petition challenging

the election of a president within 10 days of declaration of results;

c
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(b) Article 104 (3) only allows the Supreme Court 30 days within which to

inquire into and determine the petition frlled challenging a presidential

election;

(c) Article 104 (6) requires that once a presidential election is annulled, a fresh

election is held within 20 days from the date of annulment.

The above illustrates that in determining when a presidential election is to be held, the

committee must be aware of the processes that accrue after such a presidential election. The

Committee noted that currently, elections are held in the last 90 days of a presidential term

yet if all the processes that may accrue after such election are taken into account, the number

of days needed to comply with such processes are 122 days. The Committee arrived at this

number of days as follows-

(a) Article 61 (2) requires that elections are carried out within the first 30 days of

the last ninety days of a presidential election;

(b) Article 103 (7) of the Constitution obligates the Electoral Commission to

declare results from a presidential election within 48 hours (2 days) from the

close of polling;

(c) Article 103 (5) requires the Electoral Commission to organize a presidential

re-run within thirty (30) days;

(d) Aticle 104 (2) requires an aggrieved candidate to file a petition challenging

the election of a president within 10 days of declaration of results;

(e) Article 104 (3) only allows the Supreme Court 30 days within which to

inquire into and determine the petition filed challenging a presidential

election;

(f) Article 104 (6) requires that once a presidential election is annulled, a fresh

election is held within 20 days from the date of annulment.

The Committee noted with concem that the above processes, which are carried out

independent of each other, require a minimum of 122 days to be complied with yet the

Constitution requires elections to be carried out 90 days before the end of the term of the

president. The Committee observed that if all the above processes are to be carried out, the

.,\h" currently prescribed in the Constitution will be insufficient and an additional 32 days

N/will be required. The Committee therefore agreed that the above timelines are unrealistic and
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need to be enhanced to ensure that election are carried out early enough so as to allow other

processes to take place before the term ofelection ofthe president expires.

The Committee noted that in determining the time when presidential elections can take place,

regard mustbe hard to Articles 103 and 104 of the Constitution as well as international best

practices. The Committee noted that the Bill is proposing to amend Article 104 of the

Constitution; and owing to the relatedness between Article 61 and 104 of the Constitution,

the time to be prescribed in clause 1 of the Bill should be commensurate with the timelines

prescribed in Article 104 of the Constitution. The Committee noted with concern that

whereas the Bill proposes to amend Article 104, the timelines prescribed there under didn't

take into account the duration prescribed in clause I of the Bill. Indeed, the Committee

observed that whereas the bill proposes that Presidential, General Parliamentary and Local

Council elections are held 120 days before the end of a presidential term, the amendments

made to Article 104 as proposed in clause 3 of the Bill will require a minimum of 182 days

for all the processes accruing after a Presidential election to be complied with. Indeed, the

Committee observes that thee bill, in clause 3, proposes to amend article 104 (2), (3) and (6)

to increase the time within which the following processes and acts are done-

(i) In Article 104 (2), to expand the time within which an aggrieved candidate can file a

petition from ten days to fifteen days.

(ii) In Article 104 (3), to expand the time within which the Supreme Court will inquire

into and determine the petition from thirty days to forty five days.

(iii)ln Article 104 (6), to expand the time within which a fresh election is held after the

annulment of a presidential election from twenty days to sixty days

The above proposals will add 60 days onto the current 122 days making a total of 182 days

that are needed to have all the processes complied with. The Committee notes therefore that

the proposed amendment in clause I of the Bill needs to be harmonized with the proposed

amendment to Article 104 as contained in clause 3 of the Bill.

In determining the adequate time within which elections are to be held, the committee

_considered the views obtained from stakeholders and international best practice. The

a -.$o..ittee 
notes that intemational best practice has not yet developed on when a presidential

[ '\ election should be held. The Committee observed that every country chooses a time which

enables it sufficiently deal with any processes arising from such an election.
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For instance, in Kenya, Article 136 (2) requires that an election of the President shall be held

on the same day as a general election of Members of Parliament, being the second Tuesday in

August, in every fifth year. Furthermore, Article 142 (l) of the Constitution of Kenya

requires that the President shall hold office for a term beginning on the date on which the

President was sworn in, and ending when the person next elected President in accordance

with Article 136 (2) (a) is sworn in. This means that whereas the presidential term is 4 years,

the presidential term does not end until a new president is sworn in.

In Rwanda, Article 102 requires elections for President to be held not less than thirty days

and not more than sixty days before the expiration of the term of the incumbent President. In

Ghana, the Constitution in Article 63 requires a Presidential election to be held not earlier

than four months nor later than one month before his term of office expires.

In Nigeria, Article 132 of the Constitution requires that a presidential election is held on a

date to be appointed by the Independent National Electoral Commission, which date shall not

be earlier than sixty days and not later than thirry days before the expiration of the term of

office of the last holder of that office.

Whereas international best practice were not conclusive on this matter, the committee agreed

that there is need to expand the time within which presidential, general parliamentary and

local government elections are held owing to the insufficiency of the current timelines

prescribed in Article 61, 103 and 104 of the Constitution. The Committee furthernoted that

the timelines prescribed in clause 1 of the Bill is insufficient and was not harmonised with the

proposal made by the Bill in clause 3

The Committee observed that in arriving at the within which sidential, general

Parliamentary and Local Council elections are held, there is need to take into account the

timelines prescribed in Article 103, 104 and 105 of the Constitution so that sufficient time is

allowed for all the processes that the Constitution allows to accrue after a presidential

election is held. Taking the above into consideration and guided by the amendments proposed

by the committee in articles 103 and 104 of the Constitution, the committee notes that a
i?e.

minimum of 14* days are needed if adequate time is to be allowed for all the processes

envisaged under the Constitution are to be complied with. The 172 days are arrived as

\
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follows-

$,,,,n article 61 (2), elections are held within the first 30 days of the last 172 days
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(b) In Article 103 (7), the Electoral Commission is given 2 days within which to declare

the results of the election;

(c) In Article 103 (5), the Electoral Commission is allocated 30 days within which to

presidential re-run is organized and conducted;

(d) In Article 103 (7), requires the EC to declare the results of the presidential re-run held

under article 103 (5) within 2 days;

(e) Article 104 (2) allows an aggrieved person to petition court challenging a presidential

election and the committee proposes 14 days;

(f) Article 104 (3) allows the Supreme Court to inquire into and determine the petition

and the committee proposes to allocate it 45 days to do so;

(g) In Article 104 (6), the constitution requires a fresh election is held after the annulment

of a presidential election and the committee has allocated the electoral Commission

44 days.

The proposal to have elections held within the first thirty days of the last one hundred and

seventy two days will result in election for presidential, general parliamentary and local

government council elections being held on the twentieth of November in the fifth year, as

opposed to the eighteenth of February as is the case now.

PROPOSAL FOR ELECTIONS TO BE HELD ON THE SAME DAY

The Committee received a memorandum from Hon. Kenneth Lubogo, MP, Bulamogi

Counfy, Kaliro in which he proposed the amendment of Article 61 (3) of the Constitution to

require that Presidential elections, General Parliamentary elections as well as elections for

District Chairpersons are carried out on the same day. He further proposed to amend Article

6l (4) to require the Electoral Commission to hold Presidential elections, General

Parliamentary elections, elections for district chairpersons and any other election for any

other elective office on the same day

The Committee wishes to outline the provrsrons Article 61 that Hon. L wishes to

amend as well as the proposed amendments. Article 6l (3) and (4) are reproduced below-

N
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"(3) Except where it is impractical to do so, the Electoral Commission shall

hold Presidential, general Parliamentary and Local Council elections on the

same day.
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(4) Subject to this Constitution, the Electoral Commission shall, in accordance

with the law, determine the dates for holding the elections referred to in cluuse

(2)."

The Committee observes that the above provisions direct the Electoral Commission to

hold Presidential, general Parliamentary and Local Council elections on the same day

except where it is impractical to do so. Furthermore, the provision empowers the

Electoral Commission to determine the dates for holding presidential, general

parliamentary and local council elections. The effect of the above provision is to set a

general rule that Presidential, General Parliamentary and Local Council elections are

held on the same day but at the same time grant discretion to the Electoral Commission

to, depending on the prevailing circumstances, hold elections for elective offices on any

other day as it deems fit. Hon. Lubogo wishes to have the above provisions amended as

follows-

"(3) The Electoral Commission shall hold Presidential, general Parliamentary

ancl District Chairpersons elections on the same day.

@Q lAhere it is practical to do so, the Electoral Commission may together

with Presidential general porliamentary and district chairperson elections,

hold the elections of any other electorol posilions on llte same doy."

The Committee observes that the proposed amendment will have the effect of imposing a

mandatory obligation on the Electoral Commission to hold Presidential, General

Parliamentary and elections for District Chairpersons on the same day. The provision further

gives the Electoral Commission the discretion to hold any other election for any elective

office on the day on which Presidential, General Parliamentary and elections for District

Chairpersons are held.

The Committee, having considered the effect of proposed as well as the

justifications for the proposal agreed that the proposal is not supported for the following

reasons-

(l) It will infringe the independence of the Electoral Commission ond curtail its-\
.% discretion to determine the dates for various elections.
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The committee noted that Article 63 of the Constitution grants the Commission independence

in the performance of its functions and prevents a person from giving it directions or

exercising control over the Electoral Commission. The committee observed that the proposal,

though well intentioned, may be deemed to an affront to the independence of the Electoral

Commission in so far as it cannot determine, depending on the prevailing circumstances, the

suitable dates to hold presidential elections, Parliamentary elections and elections under the

Local Government Act. The ability to choose dates on which various elections can be held is

one of the ways through which the independence of the Electoral Commission is protected.

Without this provision, the independence of Electoral Commission's discretion to determine

the date of elections would highly be curtailed.

(2) The proposal to have election on tlte sonte day may limit the Electoral

Commission's ability to react lo circumstances os tltey emerge.

The current provision empowers the Electoral Commission to react to the prevailing

circumstances in determining the date for election. For instance, it allows the Commission to

appoint different days for election of different office bears. This is in recognition of the fact

that the Electoral Commission may not be able to control everything relating to the conduct of

elections. For instance, it might not have enough staff to organize, count and tally results from

all the districts of Uganda if the elections are to be held on the same day. Furthermore, it

might not be able to conduct the election in the stipulated time allocated for elections or even

address complaints addressed to the presiding officers before the time stipulated for

declaration of elections.

(3) The provision will be redundant

The proposed amendment will be redundant in light of the fact that it proposes to legislate is

already catered for in Article 6l (3). The committee noted that Article 6l (3) currently gives

the Electoral Commission the discretion to hold Presidential, General Parliamentary as well as

Local Government elections on the same day if it is practical to do so. By implication, if the

Electoral Commission sees fit, it may hold Presidential, General Parliamentary as well as

Local Government elections on the same day or hold any of those elections on a day it deems

fit. The proposal by Hon. Lubogo therefore will be redundant since whatever it wants to direct

the Electoral Commission to do can be done with the current provision.
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The Committee observes that the proposed amendment doesn't take into account the practical

challenges of conducting elections. The Committee noted that for instance whereas Uganda

had 15 Million registered voters, the duration for casting votes at general elections is ten

hours, from 8 am to 5pm. This means that if there is a mandatory obligation on the EC to hold

Presidential, general Parliamentary and district Chairpersons on the same day, there will be an

increased voter load at the time of election resulting in less time for vote casting (considering

that there are now additional positions to be voted for) and in the end, many people may not

be able to cast their votes in the prescribed time.

The Committee, based on the above justifications, rejects the proposed amendment to Article

6l (3) and the insertion of a new sub clause in the same Article as proposed by Hon. Lubogo.

RECOMMENDATION

The committee recommends that-

(a) The relatedness of clause (1) and (3) be taken into account in determining the

timelines proposed in those clauses.

(b) In determining when Presidential, general parliamentary and local council

elections are held, regard should be had to the timelines prescribed in Article 103

and 104 of the Constitution and adequate time is provided in order for the

processes provided for in those articles to be complied with before expiry of the

term of the President.

(c) Presidential, general parliamentary and local council elections are held within

the first 30 days ofthe last 169 days before the expiry ofthe term ofoffice ofthe

President.

(d) The determinant of when Presidential, General Parliamentary and Local

Government Council elections are held is the term of Parliament rather than the

Presidential term which is prone to change.

-$'
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CLAUSE 2 OF THE BILL
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2 of the Bill seeks to amend Article 102 of the Constitution by deleting paragraph (b)

as follows-
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"Article 102 of the Constitution is amended by repealing paragraph (b)"

CURRENT PROVISION

Currently, Article 102 reads as follows-

"102. QualiJications of the President

A person is not qualiJied for election as President unless that person is-

(a) a citizen of Uganda by birth;

(b) not less than thirty-Jive years and not ntore than seventy-Jive years ofage; and

(c) a persort qualiJied to be a member of Parliament"

EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

The proposed amendment has the following effects-

(a) It rentoves age restricliotts on o person intending to stand .for the ffice of the

President of'the Republic of Uganda

(b) lt removes both the lower and upper age restrictions on a person intending to stand

as a candidate in a presidential election.

(c) It allows any person, irrespective of age, to stand as a candidate in a presidential

election.

STAKEHOLDER'S VIBW

Ministry of Justice and Constitutional Affairs

a
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The Minister of Justice agreed with the prctposed amendment and reasoned that the

omendments, on Article 102 ond 104 were not new having been submitted to the

Ministr of Justice ond constittttionol affairs by the public for consideration dw'ing

the constitution amendntent of 2015. The Minister noted that during the untendntent of'

the Constittttion in 2015, these proposals were not presented to Parliament.for

amendment due to the limited tinrc that Parliament had at the time to consider the

Constittttion (amendntent) Bill, 2015 being that the EC ha cl already set the date.for

presidential and general parliamentary elections.

Uganda Law Reform Commission (ULRC)
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On the proposed amendment to clause 2 of the Bill, ULRC observed that there are

other articles in the Constitution and other laws that provide for age limits. For

instance Article 144 (l) provides the age limit.for judges of the Supreme Court, court

of appeal and High Court while public servants also have an age limit of 60 yeors

prescribed in the Pension Act Cap 286.

ULRC .further called upon the contmittee to consider the memorandum o;f'the Bill

v,hich bases the amendment proposed in clause 2 on discrintinution as prohibited in

Article 2l (3) of the Constittrtion. ULRC noted thut discrimination as defined in

Arlicle 2l doesn't include discrimination on age.

ULRC noted that one of the effects of the proposed untenclntent in clause 2 is to lower

the uge.fbr seeking the presidettcy.from 35 ycurs to lB years and withotrt ot1 upper

uge restriction. It observed that ntosl rt'tha Eu,st African Countries have u lower uge

restrictions for persons seeking the office of'the presiclent, including the Republic of'

Tanzania ond Kenyo while u number of Africon countries have upper uge re,stt'ictions

including Mauritunict at 75 year.s, Gombia ut 62 years, Burkirut Faso at 75 yeurs and

Djibouti at 75 yeors.

ULRC recommended that

(a) Parliament has to choose whether to have a minimum and ntaximLtm oge

restrictionsJbr the presidency or not.

(b) the process.for amending Article 102 should involve wide consultation of the

people to ensure that the views of the people are collected.

(c) Parliament should consider the mischief that the provision of article 102 (b) was

intended to cure or address and determine whether there is nterit in retaining or

antending the article as proposed in the bill.

Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC)

EOC proposed thut the issue of rentoval of the age restrictions shoulcl be referred to u

constittttiort review commission in order to collect the views of the people on the

mater

EOCfurther observed that on the look of it, Article 102 (b) looks discriminatory since

it prohibits persons below 35 years and those obove 75 years .from seeking the

presidency but since this discrimination is allowed by the Constittrtion, the same

cttnnot be held to be discriminatory in light of Article 2l o.f the Constittttion.
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Furthermore, EOC observed that since Article 21, in the definition of the word

discrimination, age is not among the matters a person can be discriminated against,

then the idea that article 102 (b) is discriminatory cannot be sustained.

EOC noted however that Article 102 (b) might be one such provision that needs

mainstreuming because it appears to ntarginalise the aged ctnd the youth which in

turn denies such persons equal opportunities.

National Resistance Movement (NRM)

a NRM ogreed with the proposed antendntent reesoning thol Article I of the

Constitution gronts the people of Uganda the right lo determine who gtnerns thent

uncl how they are govented. They reosoned that imposing agc restricliotts ort u

persotls, especiolly those who vie .for the ffice of the Presidency tokes awoy the

power of the people, which is enshrined in the Constitutiort, to choose the people they

v)otll to govern them by requiring thent to only choose people .front a given age

bracket. According to the NRM, the current provision curtails the will ofthe people to

choose v,ho governs them. NRM observed that the Bill therefore seeks to enhance the

deruocratic rights of the people of Ugando by allowing them to choose who should

govern them without undue restrictions.

NRM further argued that Ugandans have the capacily and freedom to choose the

person who should lead the country as President in occordance with Article 103 of

the Constitulion. They reasoned thal lhe people's.freedom of choice of the President is

r'

a

expressed through regular.free and .fair elections and this right should be guaranteed

and not restricted.

Ma NRM argued thot the current Article 102 (b) is discrimi against o

^\ru

are 75 years and above, yet the same is prohibited in Article 32 of the Constittttion.

NRM noted that except district chairpersons and the President, the legal regime in

Uganda doesn'l impose restrictions on any person seeking elective ffice similur to

Article 102 (b) NRM asked that this iniustice should be removed .from the

constitution.

NRM noted that the Constittttion is not cast in stone that it connot be amended. They

orgued thul the Constitutiort con be antended us long as the amendment is done in

uccordance with the law's governing such antendments and the constitution.
(
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NRM reminded the committee that since Uganda is operating under a multiparty

dispensation, a political party is .free to choose a person it deems fit to compete for
political ffice irrespective of age, gender, tribe, religion or other considerotions.

Removing age restrictions will enhance the multi-porty politics.

NkM trrged the Committee to copy the examples of other countries who permit all

their leadership resources to remain and compete.fbr elections.

NkM argued thot the framers of the 1995 Constittrtion inserted Article 102 (b)

arbitrary and v,ithout justification. They argued that it is not tnte that persons above

75 yeors are incopable of leading o county.

Professor Mwambutsya Ndebesa

Pro.fbssor Mwambutsya Ndebesa objected to the proposecl anrcndntent reusoning that

Article 102 (b) of the Constitutiott was imposecl in lhe constittrtictn to guurd ttgoinst

senility of the President. He urgued thot since Uganda is posed of weak instittttions

thut cannol check the excesses o.f a sealirtg president, removing u president on

grounds on insanity, serenity or mental incapacity night not be possible.

Professor also orgued that rentoving Article 102 (b) would destabilise the basic

structttre of the constittrtion and would open o Pandora's Box. He argued, under the

basic structure doctrine, certain articles of the Constitution are so.fundamentol that

they are not copable of being amended at all because of their e.ffect. He argued that

Article 102 (b) is .suchfundamental article that il shouldn't be amended.

The Professor also argued thal the proposed amendmenl doesn'l serve lhe comnron

good since it was brought to serve the interests o/'one person.

Professor objected to the amendment based on the justification that Article 102 (b) is

discriminatory, arguing that Article 102 (b) is a limitation clause and not

discriminaling any person since lhe constilulion doesn't consider age to be a ba,sis of

a

o

discrimination.

Rt. Hon. Prime Minister

The Prime Minister ogreed with the proposed omendmen ttoA rticle I02 (b) since the

amendntent will have the effect of removing the discrimination inherent in Article

102 which prohibits citizens below 35 years and those above 75 years.front

themselves as condidutes .for the highest political tffice in Ugando. The
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Minister noted that Article I grants the people of Uganda the right to determine how

and who governs them. He advised that Ugandans should be allowed to choose o

leader of their choice without limitation and that political parties should be.free to

.field any candidate of their choice.

Democratic Party @P)

a DP objected to the omendment of Article 102 (b) us proposed in the Bill on the

grounds lhat il's part of the slruclure of the Con,stitulion, which prohibits lifc

presidency, and ctmending it as proposed in the Bill will adversely tffict peaceful

tronsition und constittttionalism. In its arguntent, it reErested the contntittee to

consider lhe doclrine of "basic slruclure of the conslitulion" in delerntining lhis

ruatter.

DP.fitrther observed that amending it ntight be treusonable considering the manner

in which the Bill wos introduced in the House.

DP olso was not convinced by the justdicatiott advonced .for untendntent on grounds

that Article 102 (b) was not considered by Court in the case o.f Antctnta Mbobazi Vs

Y.K. Museveni & another and neither is it discriminatory as ulleged by the ntover of

the Bill. DP reasoned that being President is a specialised job requiring a special

kind of person and not persons without capacity.

DP obsertted that Article 102 (b) is not unique to Uganda since ntost other countries

have some.form of limitations on persons intending to offer thentselves .for election to

the highest ffice.
DP requested the committee, in reaching a

(b), to be mindful of the preamble to the Constitution os well as the political history

of'the country which is choracterised by political ond constitutional instability and

toke a decision that will.foster constitutional rule in Uganda.

DP also gave l0 justifications why Article 102 (b) should not be amended, nantely-

(a) it.focilitates peuceful and constitutional transition;

(b) it keeps.fresh points of view in the vicinity of public ffice,
(c) it controls graft and corruption of power

(cl) it clears the deck of entrenched but worn out leaders;

(e) experience con be instittrtionalised;

(fl lintits chances of state captttre;
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(g) builds institutions and prepares leaders;

(h) insulates society from influence of adoring sycophants propping up fatigued

leaders;

(i) creates opportunities for fresh new.faces;

(j) removes fear of indefinite presidencies.

Conservative Party (CP)

The CP objected to the proposed amendntent of Article 102 (b) on the.follou,ing

grounds-

kt) the ntanner in v,hich the Bill was introdtrced in the House, v,hich was

perpetuuteel by violence against Members of Purliament untl the ejeclion

/iom the House of opposition ntentbers ofPorlianrcnt;

(b) the 1995 Constitt.ttion, especially Article 102 (b), is relutively untested and

should be given tinte to work;

(c) the antendment is intended.for one person and not.for the conmton good.

(d) the amendment is likely to create a life presidency itr Uganda ond one parQ

state;

(e) the proposed amendment alters the basic struchffe of the constitution;

(fl the bill was introduced contrary to the rules of procedure;

(g) the Bill was ./itcilitated with.funds drawn front the consolidated fund without

.forma I P ar li a m e n ta ry approv ct l.

Forum -JEEMA

Agreed with the views expressed by DP and CP on the matter and rejected the

proposed antendntent.

a

a

,d'
Professor Tarsis Bazana Kabwegyere

Professor Tarsis Kabwegltere welcomed the amendment to Article 102 (b) and

reasoned that the limitcttion intposed therein had nothing to do wilh a person's

capacity to be president. He argued that the issue of leadership is not about the

biological ru.tmber of'years a person hus but is based on the capacity of such a person

to execute the duties and functions of that

\/
-a

\

a
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a He noted that he had opposed the imposition of the upper and lower age restrictions

at the time the constitution was being promulgated and his views have not changed

since.

He argued.further that since life expectancy has increased .from the time this Article

was proposed and more Ugandans are living longer, the population of the aged

persons, which is increasing evety year, is still productive and must be utilised.

Professor arguecl that there is no empirical evidence to prove the ussertion that

persons below 35 years and above 75 years are not biologically endow,ed.for

leadership.

He cautioned members that marginalising the aged is not good since every one of us

v,ill, if God v,ishes, be old at one time.

a

a

a

The Leader of the Opposition (LOP)

a The LOP ofiected to the proposecl omendment to Article 102 (b) us proposetl in the

Bill. The LOP objected to the ntonner in which the constitution is amended, usually, to

cater .for the w,ishes of' one person. The LOP indicated that since 2005, the

constitution has been antended to cater for the interest of'the current president and

notfor the bene/it of Ugandans.

The LOP also took issue with the manner in which the Bill was introduced, reasoning

that the entire week the Bill was introduced, Parliament was surrotmded by gunships

and there was heavy deployment of military personnel in and around the precincts of

Portiament | Pq( LtY-_--l
The LOP.firrther objected to the amendment on glounds that Menbers of Parliament

who had a divergent view on the content of the Bill were mistreated, assaulted ond

evicted from the House by the Special Forces Command beJbre the Bill v,as

inlroduced.

The LOP also pointed out that the Bill was wrongly hinged on the decision ofAntanta

Mbubazi Vs Y.K. Museveni and another since the same decision never considered

Article 102 as the sante was not in dispute. LOP also averred that although some of
the matters contained in the Bill had been part qf the recommendations made by the

Sttpreme Court in the case of Amama Mbabazi, lhe directives ntade by court were to

a

a

a

.\
,ru

s the AG and not to any other person to implement
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a

a

a

a

the LOP also pointed to the committee that the 9't' Parliament had adopted the

Minority report that hod been attached to the Committee report of the Constitution

(amendment) Bitl, 2015 and saved the report for the lT't' Parliament to rejuvenate

and conclude it.

the LOP concluded that the Bill be rejected by the committee and the same be

referred bock to Government to .fornt part of a wider views alongside those in the

ntinority report to be tctken to the constitution review contntission .for further

consicleration and engagenrcnt with the public.

The LOP recommended that Governntent estoblishes a constitutktn revieu'

commission to collect the vieu-s of the people on their ospirations.

wes a lead petitioner, promoter and supporter of the referendum on articles 26 and

I02 and therefore Parliament should wait.for the outcome of that referendum.

akerere University School of Psychology

Uganda Local Government Association (ULGA)

ULGA supportecl the proposed omendment on Article 102 (b) on grounds that the

provisiort cu'rently is discriminatoryt. They reusoned that Arlicle I of the Constitution

makes the people of Uganda sovereign and should be able to determine hov, they are

ruled. ULGA also obsented that whereus there ore no oge restrictions on a Member

oJ'Porlioment, o Member of Parliontent, in the .fbrm of the Speaker, may assume the

ffice of the President under the constittrtion. They recommended that this absurdity

must be rentoved by amending the Constittttion.

Uganda Association of Uneducated persons (TUAUP)

o TUAUP agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 102, reusoning that the

paragraph (b) of thot article was discriminatory, unfair and stfficates the notion of

democracy. The also reasoned that since power belongs to the people of Uganda, the

people should be allowed to choose o leader of their choice.

Cpt. Ruhinda Maguru Daudi II '1/L

Mr.Ruhindo objected to the proposed of Article 102 (b) reusoning that he

a
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the School of Psychologt, specifically Prof. Peter Baguma, Prof. Anthony Mugisha,

Mr. John Balingira and Prof. Ali Twaha Basamba supported the proposed

amendment to Article 102 reasoning that there is no evidence that a person above 75

yectrs of age suffers .from cognitive decline and is unable to lead a nation. They

further noted that there was no evidence thot intellectual performance declines with

age. They olso reasoned that the provision wos discriminatory and recommended.for

its amenclment.

Mr. George W. Bakka

Mr. George advised the committee that age is not a determinant.factor.for leadership

ancl recontntenclecl that Uganda and Africa generully needs leaclership und not

representation.

Mr. Gilbert Mutungi

Mr. Gilbert ctgreed with the proposed amendment to article 102 reasoning that uge

restrictiorts are superJicial boundaries which hinder the hurnessing of leudership

resources Uganda hcts.

Mr. Moses Mfitumukiza

a Agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 102 but recontntended the

reinstatement of ternt limits in the Constitution. The basis for this reasoning was that

Uganda has a yottng population.

Mr. Egole Lawrence Emmy

Agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 102, reasoning that it will encourage

political inclusion.

Fr. Peter Bakka

a

a

a

a

,N-

&
.1)r,i.L' t02 is not clear on

{} rypes of nge. Chronologiccrl

and sociol oge.

the age it refers to. Fr. Bakka observed that there v,ere 5

oge, the biological age, psychological .finctional
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Mr. Langoya Alex

Mr. Langoya agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 102 reasoning that the

people of Uganda are sovereign and are free to determine how they are nrled.

Mr. Owachgiu Richard

Richord agreed with the proposed amendment but proposed that term limits are re-

introduced.

Maj. General Jim Muhwezi (Rtd)

Hon. Jim Muhwezi, on behalf ofthe Ncttionctl Exeaiive Contmittee of'Veteruns

Leugue of the National Resistance Movement, agreed w'ith the proposed amendntent

reusoning that the lintikrtion imposed in thal arlicle doesn'l ntake sense considering

thal leuders thot have brought political turbulence have been nruch younger thun

seventy-five yeers. He .filrther reasoned thot the Constitution contradicts itself by

allowing a Member of Parlianrent, in the.fornt of the Speuker ofParliament, to sente

us President yet such a person has no age restrictions.

He also obsened that since people belongs to the people in occordance with Article

l, the people should be given the right to choose their leaders.

He further reasoned that Article 102 (b) is discriminatory and is therefbre contrary to

the Constitution which prohibits sttch discrintination.

a

a

a

a

a

FRONASA Veterans

a agreed with the proposed amendment
L.

Society for Justice and National Unity (SoJNU)

They objected to the proposed amendment of Article 102 on the.following grouncls-

(a) longevity of leadership is detrimental and costly to development

(b) poor education standards ond rampant unemployment of the youth

(c) meaningful constitutional reforms can only happen in post Museveni era

(d) Museveni is ottt of touch v,ith Ugandans

(e) senility

(fl ./bar of Uganda without Museveni by some Ugandans

(g) peocefttl transfer of pov,er
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they also observed that the current provision is not discriminatory and .further

proposed that persons above 75 should not be allowed to stand.for the presidency on

the following grounds-

(a) rise of populism and.fascism

(b) do not legislate against the opposition

(c) abuse ofopen ended power

Prof. Venansius Baryamureeba

a

a

a

a
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He objected to the proposed antendment on grounds that since independence all

presidents of Ugando elected and unelected hove been obove 35 and below' 75

therefore there is no datu to support removal of presidanlial age limit.

There is no et,idence thut the youth and elderly v'unt article 102 (b) o.f the

Constittttion repealed to allow those belou, 35 and above 75 to be nominated .for

presidency. Pro/.' reosoned that he hos not seen any pelition .from the youth and

elderly dentanding the amendntent of the constittltion.

Prof .further reosoned that antending the constittttion will result in life presidency .for

president Museveni.

Prof cautioned that allowing young and inexperienced leaders with no temperament

and experience and older leaders who are highly prone to chronic ailments like

dententict and depression to take political ffice.

E.F Ssempebwa

Prof. Ssempebwa asked the committee to rotionalise the proposed amendment and

consider the mischief it intends to cure. He pointed out the matters to be considered

include-

(a) the strte of clispersal of power omongst the organs ond institutions of
Government

(b) the role local Governments play over the system of checks and bolances

(c) the electornl system for free and ./hir elections and possible devices to

Minimum strains and tensions,

(d) the system of public occotmtability.

Mr. Mulira Peter

a

a
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Mr. Mulira objected to the proposed amendment reasoning that Parliament lacked the

mandate to amend the Constitution

He also averred that there are no ntles prescribed in the Constittttion through which

the constittttion can be amended.

The preparation of the Bill, being that it was not draJied by the first parliamentary

counsel renders it unconstitutional because it wus not done occording to the

requirements of the Constittrtion.

Hon. Amanya Mushega

Objected to the proposed amendment since the proposed ontendntent will only

benefit one person alone.

Dr. Tanga Odoi

ttgreed with the proposal to untend Article 102 of the Constittttion

o

a

a

a

Kick Alt Age Limits Out of the Constitution (KALOC)

Agreed w,ith the proposed antendment reosoning that it will increase political

inc lus ive n e s s ctnd po rt icipct tion.

for Information Research and Development

Objected to the proposed amendment since it is frtr the bene/it of a single

individual.

a

a

102

Mr. Fred Guweddeko

in 202l

a

Local Government Council

District cottncil of Mosindi objected to the proposed antendntent ofarticle ,#$'

a He objected to the proposed omendntent to article 102 (b) on grounds thot the

objective of the bill is to clear the way .for H.E the President to seek re-election4 1\
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Buganda Region NRM Youth Voluntary & Advocacy Mobilizers (BREVOM)

BREVOM agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 102 on grounds that

the current provision provides rigidities and technicolities that promote

discrimination and unfair competition. They also averred that the provision

discrintinates against those below 35 and above 75. They firther averred that

the antendment to article 102 is in line with the millennium development goals

and the sustainable Development Goals which obligate Uganda to remove ull

d i s c ri ntin a tin g mat ters.

Guild Presidents' Forum on Governance (GPFOG)

GPFOG objectecl to the proposed aruendntent ofArticle 102 and recontntendccl

to the comntittee to protect and defend the Constittttion us ntandoted by the

Constittttion in orticle 4 (a). They obiected to the proposed amendment on the

.following grounds-

(a) the proposed amendment will rentove the last remaining sofbguard

agoinst life presidency and thereby threatening dentocracy in Uganda;

(b) elections, os a safeguard against li/b presidency, are not.free and.fair in

Uganda;

(c) all public servants have retirement age, so rentoving it .from the

presidency makes the ffice of the president special

(d) removing age restrictions will have .far reaching consequences on the

economy since ntost youth in Uganda, about 83%t, are unemployed.

They noted that Uganda is the only country without presidential term limits

among the east A.frican countries and recommended the reinstatement of ternt

limits rts well as removing all other laws that infringe on the enjoyment of'

democracy such as the public order munagentent Act, the Contpttter misusc

Act, etc

L
Gabula Sadat

The proposed that the lower age should be reduced to 30 Years ond the upper

age be increosed to 85 years. In his justification, he averred that persons above

30 yeurs are capable o.f leoding o cotuttry v,hile those below 85 are senile

enough to ntle ct cotmtry. He also recommended to the contntittee for the
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restoration of term limits and cap the presidency to ten years only (2 five year

terms)

Kampala Business Community Informal Sector (KBCIS)

KBCIS agreed with the proposal .for rentoving age restrictions from the

constitution. They reasoned

(a) that since people belongs to the people; the people should be given the

mandote to choose the person who rules them.

(b) article 102 (b) is unfair on persons below 35 years ond those above 75

yeurs.

(c) their businesses ore currently stable ancl ure satis/ied with H.E Y.K

Mu,seven i's I eadersh ip.

(d) there is no need for age restrictions since the nation needs both the youth

.fbr innot,ution and the elderlyfor skills.

Kampala Arcaders Traders Association (KATA)

/n
KATA ogreed with the proposed amendment on grounds that the current

provision restricts persons below 35 and above 75 .from exercising their

.fundomental right of contesting.for presidency like the rest of Uganda. They

argued .fitrther that politics is based on ideolog,, of every age bracket and is

better if it is inclusive. The further averred that the restrictions in Article 102

(b) are contrary to Article I of the Constitution and is therefore discriminatory

against the old ond yottth

a

a

(

wtprurro
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MKibuye Co-operative Saving & Credit Society Ltd

Agreed with the proposed amendment, reascming that Ugunda currently hcts a

young popttlation mclority of whont ore below 35 years

Agreed with the proposed amendment on the following grounds-

(a) Uganda has a majority youthful populotion which is barred .from

offering their candidature.for the highest political ffice.
the sanctity of the people is poramount os guoranteed under. Article I of'

Constitution
(-\

rn'

Kampala Operational Taxi Stages Association (KOTSA)

a
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Kampala Tukolebukozi Timber Association (KATUTA)

Agreed with the proposed amendment on grounds that power belongs to the

people and should be allowed to exercise their.free will to choose the person

who leads them.

Nakivubo Road Old Kampala (Kiseka) Market Vendors Ltd

Agreed with the proposed antendment reasoning that the nation needs both

young and old in the administration of the Country. They also argued that

power belongs to the people to deterntine how and who rules them without uny

limitation. They olso argued thut the provision is discrintinototy.

Uganda Mechanics and Engineering Association

They agreed with the proposed ontendment reusoning that people should be

given the power to choose their leaders.

Community Vector Control Group (UCOVEC)

UCOVEC ugreed with the proposed amendment on the grounds that there was

no scientific justificationfor imposing the age restrictions in Article 102 (b) in

the firsl place. The restrictions imposed in article 102 isn't based on the life

expectancy which stands at 64 years, nteaning, there are many people who are

obove 75 years ofage than ever before

Uganda Markets & Allied Employees Union (UMEU)

They agreed with the proposed amendntent on grounds that power belongs to

the people who should be given the right to determine who leads them.

a

a

a

a

a

St. Balikuddembe Market Stalls, Space & Lock Up Shops Owners Association Ltd

Agreed with the proposed amendment on grounds that Article I of the

Constitution gives power to the people to determine who mles thent and how

they are ruled. They also argued that international best practices dictates

inclusion of the youth and elderly in the political administration of Uganda.

Hon. Tayebwa Thomas (MP Ruhinda North County, Mitooma
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The Hon. Tayebwa objected to the amendments to Article 102 (b) andinstead proposedan

amendment to Article 105 (2) to reinstate term limits, arguing that with this, age limit ceases

to be an issue and would allow Uganda to join other countries in concretizing term limits.

ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS

Article 102 prescribes the qualification for election as a president of Uganda and provides 3

conditions a person intending to stand in a presidential election must fulfill before

nomination. These are that such a person is-

(a) a citizen of Uganda by birth;

(b) not less than thirty-five years and not more than seventy-five years of age; and

(c) a person qualified to be a member of Parliament

The bill proposes to delete paragraph (b) which bars persons below the age of 35 years and

the age of 75 from standing as a candidate in a presidential election. The justification

vanced for this amendment is to comply with the Article I of the Constitution which gives

the people of Uganda the absolute right to determine how they should be governed and

21 and 32 which prohibit any form of discrimination on the basis of age and other

EVOLUTION OF QUALIFICATIONS FOR ELECTION AS

ENT SINCE INDEPENDENCE

The for election of a person as president has been entrenched in all constifutions

of Uqrda since 1966 with varying limitations.

-\IW"J,, e lg66Constitution of Uganda, Article 3( 6 of that Constitution that the

Npresident was that person who was the leader in the national assembly of the party having

numerical strength which consists of the majority of all the Members of the Assembly

returned to the Assembly after a general election. By implication, the president was the leader

of the party with the highest number of members of the assembly and had to be a Member of

the Assembly. This means that such a person had to qualify for election as a Member of the

assembly first, be a leader of the party, be elected to the assembly before qualifying for

election as president. The qualification for a member of the assembly

Article 53 (1) of the 1966 Constitution which is reproduced below-
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'53 (l) No person shull be qualiJiecl to be a member of the national

assembly whor-

(a) is a ruler of kingdom or teruitory of Busoga, the constitutional head

of a district, a person holding ofiice as a member of the legislative

assembly of a kingdom ov territory of Busogo or a member of a

council of a district;

(b) has made a declaratiott of allegiance to a country other than

Uganda;

(c) has been adjudged or declared bankrupt under any law in .force in

Uganda and hus not been discharged;

(d) has been odjudged or otherwise declared to be of unsound mind

under any law in force in Ugondo; or

(e) is under sentence of death imposed on him by any court in Uganda

or under a sentence of imprisonntent by whatever ,ronte called

exceeding six months imposecl on him by such a court or substituted

by a contpetent authority for other sentence imposed on him by such

o court."

It is clear from the above that the 1966 Constitution didn't impose any age restrictions

a person intending to offer his candidature for the office of President of Uganda.

this changed in the 1967 Constitution.

In constitution, Article 25 of that Constitution imposed age restrictions on a

person intending to offer his or her candidature in a presidential election. That

provision required such a person to have attained the age of thity five years as well

as confirming to other qualifications. Article 25 is reproduced below-

"25. QualiJications of President

A person shall be qualiJied to be the president and shall not be so qualified

unless,

r ,0>
(a) he is a citizen of Uganda;

(b) he has attained the age of thirty Jive years; and

(c) he is qualiJied to be a member of the nalional
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By the above provision and for the first time in Uganda's history, a person offering to stand

in a presidential election had to conform to age restrictions as required in Article 25 (b) of the

1967 constitution. The position in the 1967 Constitution remained applicable until the

promulgation of the 1995 Constitution.

It should be remembered that the 1995 Constitution is based on the report of the Uganda

Constitution Commission, popularly known as the Odoki Commission, after its chairperson

Justice Ben Odoki. The commission was established by the Government of Uganda in March

1989 to collect the views of the people and out of which a new constitution for Uganda would

be promulgated. The Odoki Commission visited all parts of the country collecting views of

the people on what should be contained in the Constitution. Indeed, the commission reached

out to the Ugandan public and got their views on a new constitutional order, conducting

seminars in all 870 sub counties of Uganda and collecting a total of more than 25,000

submissions, including over 800 submissions from religious, political, and other civil society

groups. At the conclusion of this process, the Odoki Commission produced a report and a

proposed draft Constitution which was submitted to Parliament.

On the qualification of the President, the Odoki report had recommended that a person should

only qualify for election as President if he or she is-

(a) is a citizen of Uganda by birth;

(b) is not less than forty years of age;

(c) a person has completed a minimum fornal education of advanced

standard or its equivalent; and

(d) is qualiJied to be a member of Parliament.

When the matter was considered by Parliament, the committee recommended to recast

paragraph (b), deleting paragraph (c) and renumbering paragraph (d) as (c) so as the

provision read as follows-

(b) 40 years ofage and above; and

(c) is qualified to be a member of Parliament."

During plenary and the debate that ensured, it was unanimously agreed that paragraph (b),

prescribing that a person must be 40 years and above be amended to impose a lower age of 35

"A perSon is not qualified for election as President unless he is-I
.'(D['; citizen of r]ganda by binh;
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years and an upper age of 75 years. The justification for imposing 35 years as the minimum

age restriction arose out of the assumption that persons below 35 years are devoid of any

capacity to run a country. On the other hand, the upper age restriction of 75 arose from the

presumption that a person at that age was not senile enough to run a country.

The Committee observes that the imposition of age restrictions on a candidate for the office

of the President did not arise from the views of the people. Indeed, the first time age

restrictions were imposed, they did so under the 1967 constitution, whose promulgation was

not preceded by any consultative process and was imposed overnight by the then government

of the day. When the matter of qualification was brought to the people, the people views, as

collected by the Odoki Commission prescribed a lower age limit of 40 years without an upper

age restriction. The upper age restriction of 75 years was imposed on the floor of Parliament

and did not arise from views collected from the people of Uganda. One can only speculate

that the people of Uganda wanted to retain the unfettered right to choose who leads them, in

line with the spirit of Article I of the Constitution.

2. LEGAL CHALLENGES POSED By ARTICLE 102(B) rN rTS CURRENT FORM

Currently, Article 102, especially paragraph (b) faces a number of legal challenges as

below-

(a) Article 102 (b) is contrary to spirit of objective II of the National objectives

and directives principles of state policy and Articles I of the Constitution of

Uganda.

The 1995 Constitution of Uganda, in objective II of the National Objectives and Directives

Principles of State Policy imposes obligations on the state to among others, be based on

democratic principles which empower and encourage the active participation of all citizens at

all levels in their own governance. Further still, the same object enjoins the state to ensure

that the people of Uganda have access to leadership positions at all levels. Further still, the

state is required to ensure that the composition of Government is broadly representative of the

national character and social diversity of the country. Objectives II of II of the National

Objectives and Directives Principles of State Policy are reproduced below-

N

/-\\
>tu "II. Democratic principl es

(i) The State shall be based on democratic principles which empower and

encouroge the active porticipatiott of all citizens at all levels in their own

governgnce.
.v'f
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Oil AA the people of Uganda shall have access to leadership positions at all levels,

subject to the Constitution.

(iii) The Stote shall be guided by the principle of decentralization and devolution of

governmental functions and powers to the people at appropriate levels where they

can best mansge and direct their own affairs.

(iv) The composition of Government shall be broadly representative of the national

character and social diversity ofthe country.

(v) All political and civic associations aspiring to manage and direct public affairs

shall conform to democratic principles in their internol Organisations and practice.

(vi) Civic Organisations shall retain their autonomy in pursuit of their declared

ohjeclives."

In the same vein, Article 1 of the Constitution makes the people of Uganda sovereign and

grants them absolute power to determine and consent on how they will be ruled and who

rules them in all spheres of life. Article I is reproduced below-

"1. Sovereignt)r o711rn Onorrn

(1) All power belongs to the people who shall exercise their sovereignty in

uccordance with this Constitution.

(2) ll/ithout limiting the effect of clause (1) of this article, all authority in the State

enranotes from the people of Uganda; and the people shall be governed through

their will and consent.

(3) All pob,er and authority of Government and its organs derive .from this

Constitution, which in turn derives its authority from the people who consent to be

governed in accordance with this Constitution.

(4) The people shall express their will and consent on who shall govern them and

how they should be governed, through regular, free and foir elections of their

representatives or throug h referenda. "

Further still, Article 38 of the Constitution guaranteed the right of every citizen to participate

in the affairs of government, individually or through his or her representatives in accordance

with the law. Article 38 of the Constitution is reproduced below-
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(1) Every Uganda citizen has the right to participate in the alfoirs of

government, individually or through his or her representatives in

accordance with law.

(2) Every Ugandan has a right to participate in peaceful activities to

influence the policies of government through civic Organisalions."

The spirit of the above cited provisions is that the people of Uganda are sovereign and are

free to determine how they are ruled and who rules them. The principle of ssovereignty of the

people is to the effect that the authority of the government is created and sustained by the

consent of its people, who are the source of all political power. The principle of sovereignty

requires that the people are free to make choices on matters that affect them, including who,

how and the manner in which they are ruled. Article 102 (b) of the Constitution has the effect

of limiting or fettering the exercise of the people's absolute sovereignty by restricting their

choice of leaders, especially for the office of President, to only persons above the age of 35

years and below 75 years of age. By unjustly limiting the choice of persons available for

election as president, Article 102 (b) contravenes the spirit of objective II of the National

ectives and directives principles of state policy and Articles I of the Constitution and

exceeds limitations that are justifiable in a democratic society like Uganda.

(b) Article 102 (b) marginalizes the aged and youth in as far as limiting their

candidature for election as president of Uganda

Article 102 (b) of the Constitution has the effect of against the youth and

elderly by limiting them from offering their candidature for President. The word

"marginalization" is defined in the Equal Opportunities Commission Act of 2007 to mean the

deprivation of a person or a group of persons of opportunities for living a respectable and

reasonable life as provided in the Constitution. On the other hand, can literally be taken to

mean the process of making a group or class of people less important or relegated to a

secondary position. Furthermore, article 32 of the Constitution recognizes that a person

maybe marginalized based on, among other age. This Article is reproduced below-

"32. Aftirmative aclion in favour of marginolized groups

-S
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(1) Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, the State

shall take affirmotive actiort itt favour of groups

marginalized on the basis of gender, age, disability or any
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other reason created by history, tradition or custom, for the

purpose of redressing imbalances which exist against them.

(2) Parliament shall make relevont laws, including laws for
the establishment of an equal opportunities commission, for
the purpose of givingfull effect to clouse (l) of this article."

There. Article 102 (b) of the Constitution marginalizes the youth and elderly by prohibiting

them from offering their candidature in a presidential election. This amount to

marginalization since the youth and elderly, who jointly constitute a sizeable percentage of

our population, are taken as second class citizens who are incapable of leading a country.

Considering that this assertion is not based on any scientific evidence that the youth and

elderly are incapable of leading a country and aware that such restrictions are unjustifiable in

a free and democratic country like Uganda, the removal of age restrictions will remove the

restriction making the youth and elderly equal citizens of Uganda. Article 102 (b) is one of

those articles that creates marginalizes the youth and elderly by reserving the right to attain

the highest political office in Uganda to any other persons in Uganda except the elderly and

the youth

Indeed, removing the age restrictions in Artic 102 (b) is not only a of Article 32

f the Constitution but it will also enhance and equalize the opportunities available to all

other Ugandans as far as offering their candidature for the office of President are concerned

with those currently enjoyed by the youth and elders. The term equal opportunities is defined

in section I of the Equal Opportunities Commission Act as follows-

"equal opportunities" meons hoving the same lreatment or considerotion in the

enjoyment of rights and freedoms, attainnent of access to social services,

education, employment and physical environment or the participation in social,

cultural and political activities regardless of sex, age, race, colour, ethnic origin,

- 5, )rrrn, birth, creed, religiott, health status, social or economic standing, political

,{ " opizio n or disabili4,:

Since the youth and elderly do not enjoy the same opportunity as other Ugandans as far as

offering their candidature for the highest office in Uganda, removing such restrictions will go

a long way in creating equal opporfunity for all, especially in the political sphere. Finally,
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removing the age restrictions will go in a long way in answering the command of Article 21

(1) of the Constitution. Article 2l (l) of the Constitution requires as follows-

"(1) all persons ore equal before and uncler tlte law in all spheres of political,

economic, social and cultural life ond in every other respect and shall enjoy

equal protection of llte law."

Article 21 (l) of the Constitution requires that all persons are equal before the law and are

treated equally in all spheres of political, economic, social and cultural life and in every other

respect. Article 102 (b) currently doesn't treat all Ugandans equally since it elevates those

persons between 35 and 75 years over all other persons in Uganda in as far attaining the

highest political office in Uganda is concerned.

(c) Article 102 (b) is contrary to international best practices in so far as it imposes

age restrictions on presidential candidates contrary to international legal

instruments and evidence from other countries.

International best practice is in favor of inclusive candidacy laws for all elective offices in a

democratic country. The international best practices are contained in a number of instruments

including the universal declaration of Human rights, the African Youth Charter and the

African Charter on Elections, Democracy and Governance.

universal declaration of Human rights guarantees every person's right equality before the

law and entitles persons, without any discrimination, to equal protection of the law. It further

other rights including the right to association, freedom of expression and

as well as the right to take part in of his or her country, directly or

indirectly or through representative.

The African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance the State parties

to eliminate all forms of discrimination, especially those based on political opinion, gender,

ethnic, religious and racial grounds as well as any other form of intolerance as well as

enjoining them to adopt legislative and administrative measures to guarantee the rights of

women, ethnic minorities, migrants, people with disabilities, refugees and displaced persons

. and 6$er marginalized and rulnerable social groups. Furthermore, the Charter enjoins state

' d)'"! to promote participation of social groups with special needs, including the Youth and

people with disabilities, in the governance process. ,y
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On the other hand, the African Youth Charter enjoins member states to take steps to

Guarantee the participation of youth in parliament and other decision making bodies in

accordance with the prescribed laws and facilitate the creation or strengthening of platforms

for youth participation in decision-making at local, national, regional, and continental levels

of governance. Furthermore, the Charter prohibits the discrimination of the youth on grounds

of race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national and

social origin, fortune, birth or other status and obligate member states to take appropriate

measures to ensure that youth are protected against all forms of discrimination on the basis of

status, activities, expressed opinions or beliefs.

The committee also wishes to recall that the United Nations Security Council, at its 7573'd

meeting unanimously adopted Resolution 2250 (2015) urging Member States to increase

representation of Youth in decision-making at all levelsthe Council also urged Member States

to consider setting up mechanisms that would enable young people to participate

meaningfully in peace processes and dispute resolution.

On the part of older persons, the United Nations General Assembly passed resolution 46i91

I 6 December 99 1 on the United Natrons Principles for Older Persons which, among

others, requires and obligate state parties to ensure that older persons remain integrated in

participate actively in the formulation and implementation of policies that directly

their well-being and share their knowledge and skills with younger generations.

The above United Nations legal instruments bind Uganda and impose obligations to ensure

that the Youth and older persons are not discriminated or marginalized against. Furthermore,

the above legal instruments highlight the fact that Article 102 (b) is contrary to the above

'$cited legal instruments because of its marginalization of the youth and elderly contrary to the

a cited legal instruments.

r
Article 102 (b) is contrary to best practices since intemational best

practices now favor the lowering of the age of candidacy for elective offices as well as

removing upper age restrictions on candidates seeking political office. A closer look at most

countries reveals that there is a general trend towards removing age restrictions on candidates

for political offices. The Committee noted that there has been a gradual reduction from an

average of 45 years for elective offices worldwide to an average of 25 years and below.
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Indeed, in most countries, the age of candidacy for elective office is the age of consent. The

reasons behind this reduction are numerous but mainly deal with the increasing number of the

youth and elderly population in world. Indeed, the world youth population currently stands at

1.8 billion peopler. Furthermore, there is a realization that the youth and elderly have a role to

play in the political and social economic development of a country and therefore, should not

be left behind.

For instance, although certain countries have retained age restrictions for the office of the

President such as Article 26 of the Constitution of Mauritania which requires a candidate for

in a presidential election to be between 40 and 75 years of age, Article 40 of the Constitution

of Ivory Coast which requires a candidate to be between the age of 35 and 65, Article 62 of

the Constitution of Gambia which requires a candidate to be between the age of 30 to 65,

Afticle 38 of the Constitution of Burkina Faso which requires the person to be between the

age of 35 to 75 and the constitution of Djibouti which requires the person to be between the

of 40 to 75, the majority of countries have no or have recently removed age restrictions or

age restrictions from their Constitutions or other laws as illustrates below-

I KENYA

Kenya had a similar provision like that of Uganda which set the age of 35 to70 for a

Presidential candidate. Whoever this was removed from the Constitution in 2004 and

cumently in Kenya, any person above the age of 18 years can stand for president. There are

no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office.

r\2') $
fnelonstitution of T

)f#*rrs of age. rhere

anzania requires a person to be eligible for election; he or she must be

are no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office.

IN RWANDA,

A person is eligible to stand for the presidency if he or she is at least thirty five (35) years

old on the date of submission of his or her candidacy. There are no higher age requirements

for particular positions in public office.

IN GHANA

IN TANZANIA

see the world populat
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In Ghana, a person is eligible to stand for President if he or she has attained the age of forty

years. There are no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office.

IN NIGERIA

In Nigeria, a person must be at least 40 years of age to be elected President or Vice President,

35 to be a Senator or State Governor, and 30 to be a Representative in parliament. There are

no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office. However, in July 2017,

Nigeria reduced the age of candidacy across all political office from 40 years to 35 years for

President and from 35 to 30 years for governors. The justification given for this reduction is

to enable the young people to participate in elective politics as well as a realization that the

youth population of Nigeria has grown.

IN THE UNITED STATES

In the United States, a person must be at least 35 to be President or Vice President, 30 to be a

Senator, and 25 to be a Representative, as specified in the U.S. Constitution. Most states in

the U.S. also have age requirements for the offices of Govemor, State Senator, and State

Representative Some states have a minimum age requirement to hold any elected office

(usually 2l or l8). There are no higher age requirements for particular positions in public

office.

IN THE UNITED KINGDOM

(other than in Scotland) a person must be aged l8 or over ( l6 in Scotland) to stand

ln to all parliaments, assemblies, and councils at the European, UK, devolved, or

This age requirement also applies in elections to any individual elective public

the main example is that of an elected mayor, whether of London or a local authority

There are no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office. Candidates are

required to be aged l8 on both the day of nomination and the day of the poll. This was

reduced from 21 by the Electoral Administration Act 2006.

IN SOUTH AFRICA
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Section 47, Clause I of the 1996 Constitution of South Africa states that "Every citizen who

is qualified to vote for the National Assembly is eligible to be a member of the Assembly",

defaulting to Section 46 which "provides for a minimum voting age of 18 years" in National
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Assembly elections; Sections 106 and 105 provide the same for provincial legislatures. There

are no higher age requirements for particular positions in public office.

IN CANADA

-A-b

In Canada, any person 18 years of age or older may stand for election to public office

However, to be appointed to the Senate, one must be at least 30 years of age, must pos

land worth at least $4,000 in the province for which he or she is appointed, and must own real

and personal property worth at least $4,000, above his or her debts and liabilities.

IN FRANCE,

18 years of age or older can be elected to the lower house of Parliament, and 24

or older for senate and I 8 years for president. There are no upper age restrictions.

It is discernable from the above that the trend in most of the countries is in favor of removing

or reducing age restriction for elective offices and not imposing such restrictions. Indeed in

Africa, there is a trend of reducing or removing restrictions on the youth to stand for elective

office as illustrated above. The justifications for this are the growing number of the youth in

most of these countries. Indeed, according to a report of United Nations Department of

Economic and Social affairs, by 2015, there were 1.2 billion youth aged 15-24 years globally,

accounting for one out of every six people worldwide.

Africa however, the number of youth is growing rapidly. In 201 5, 226 million youth aged

lived in Africa, accounting for l9 per cent of the global youth population. By 2030, it

ected that the number of youth in Africa will have increased by 42 per cent. Africa's

population is expected to continue to grow throughout the remainder of the 2l st

, more than doubling from current levels by 2055. This upward trend in the population

growth worldwide, especially among the youth, makes the youth a new demographic group

that must be taken into account at every level of decision making. This requires that

restrictions on their involvement in decision making processes must be eased because of their

new found importance.

The above clearly illustrate that Ugandan, though considering its self to be a democratic state,

still has restrictions on who qualifies for candidacy in an election, which restrictions are not

demonstrably justifiable in a democratic society. Therefore the proposed amendment should

be supported.
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(d) Article 102 (b) is redundant in light of Article 107 (1) (c) of the Constitution.

It is important to remember that the justification for imposition of an upper age restriction

was to protect the office of the President from a senile president under the as

persons above 75 years ofage have higher chances ofbeing in-senile. Basing on the

the Constitution, in Article 107 (l) (c) provided for a possibility of removing a seatinff'-

president based on mental and physical incapacity. This provision is reproduced below-

107. Removal of the President.

(1) The President may be removed from office in occordance with

this article on any of the.following grounds-

(c) physical or mental incapocity, namely that he or slte is

incapable of performing the .functions of his or het ofJice

by reason of physical or mental incapacity.

The sion allows for the removal of a president on grounds of physical or mental

such hinder him or her from performing the functions of his or her office.

on doesn't define what amounts to mental or physical incapacity,

clauses 9, l0 and I I of Article 107 empower the medical board to examine the president to

determine whether he or she is suffering from such mental incapacity

of Article 102 (b) of the Constitution arises from that fact that unlike Article

102 (b) which protects the office of the President from only age related insanity, Article 107

( 1) (c) broadly protects the same office from persons suffering any form of physical or mental

incapacity irrespective of age. The limited nature of Article 102 (b), togetherwith the broad

nature of Article 107 means that the office of the president is well protected from persons

suffering any mental or physical incapacity with or without Article 102 (b) of the

Constitution. Therefore, removing Article 102 (b) will not in any way undermines the office

of the president considering that the same constitution provides for a mechanism for

removing such persons.

(e) Article 102 (b) of the Constitution is not in harmony with articles 80, 104 (7) and

109 (5) of the Constitution

Article 102 on the qualification for election as president is not in harmony with articles 80

and 104 (7) on the Constitution. Article 102 requires that for a person to qualify for election
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as president, he or she must be above a citizen by birth, 35 years of age and below 75 years of

age and qualify for election as a Member of Parliament. 
J

Article 80 of the Constitution deals with qualifications of a Member of Parlia ment aht
requires as follows- /

"80. QuuliJicotions and disqualiJications of members of Porliament

(l) A person is qualified to be a Member of Parliantent d
person-

(a) is a citizen of Uganda;

(b) is a registered voterl and

(c) has completed a minimunt .formal education of Advanced

Level

standard or its equivalent.

(2) A person is not qualified for election as a Mentber of Parliament

if that person-

(a) is of unsound mind;

(b) is holding or acting in an ofiice the functions of which involve a

responsibilifiifor or in connection with the conduct of an election;

(c) is a truditional or cultural leader as deJined in article 246(6) of
this Constitution;

(d) has been adjudged or otherwise declared bankrupt under ony law

in force in Uganda and has not been discharged; or

(e) is under a sentence of death or a sentence of imprisonment

exceeding nine months imposed by any competent court without the

option of a.fine.

(3) A person elected to Parliament when he or she is a member of o local

government council or holds a public oflice sholl resign the office before

assuming the office of Member of Porliament."

What is evident from the above provisions is that whereas Article 102 has age restrictions on

a person intending to run for the presidency, Article 80 does not. Whereas this seems

innocuous, it takes on special relevance in Articles 104 (7), and 109 (5) of the Constitution.

Article 104 (7) is reproduced below-
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"(7) If after a fresh election held under clause (6) of this orticle there is

another petition which succeeds, then the presidential election shall be

postponed; and upon the expiry of the term of the incumbent President, the

Speaker shall perform the.functions of the office of President

President is elected und assumes office." %;-
/t-

Article 109 (5) is reproduced below-

"Wltere the President und tlte Vice Presidenl are both unable to perform lhe

functions of the ofJice of the President, the Speaker shall perform those .functions

until the President or the Vice President is able to perform those.functions or until

o new President ossumes ofJice."

provisions generally empower the Speaker of Parliament to perform the functions

of the office of President in circumstances were the election of the President is postponed or

where both the President and Vice President are unable to perform the functions of President.

The above provisions have the effect of opening the door for the Speaker of Parliament, who

may not qualify for election as president to assume the presidency and exercise the functions

of the president. Indeed, such Speaker of Parliament is a President for all intents and purposes

and subscribes to the oath of president.

The legal challenge posed by the restrictions imposed in Article 102 (b) as far as the taking

up of the presidency by the speaker in the circumstances referred to in Articles 104 and 109

of the Constitution is that in case the Speaker is below the age of 35 or above the age of 75

and therefore doesn't qualify for election as president, he or she may be prevented from

taking up the presidency, throwing the country into a constitutional crisis.
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in light of the fact that it is possible under our constitution for a person who is

,,Jfor election as President to assume that office by operation of law, then there is need

between Articles 102 (b) on one part and Articles 104 (7) and 109 (5) of the

by ensuring that the offices of the president and that of Members of Parliament

have ilar qualifications.

3. LEGAL CHALLENGES WITH THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO ARTICLE

102 (B) BY THE BrLL 6*\Ls,L^*
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Whereas the proposal to amend Article 102 (b) is welcome, the proposal as it currently stands

in the bill leaves a lot to be desired and might lead to confusion. The Committee that

the effect of this proposal is to remove any form of age restrictions on the

person standing in a presidential race. If the proposed amendment is passed as it stands jn

Bill, it will create confusion as to who qualifies to stand in a presidential election

the fact that it allows any person irrespective of age to stand for such an office.

There are two possible scenarios the current proposal in the bill creates. The first scenario is

that any person would be eligible to stand in a presidential election irrespective of their age.

This scenario will create an absurdity in the sense that even persons who are not eligible to

vote can stand in a presidential election. The second scenario is that only persons who have

reached the age of majority as prescribed in Article 50 would be eligible to offer their

candidature in a presidential election.

will result in confusion and difficulty in ing the provlslon. In order to

ambiguity from the proposed amendment, there is need for the provision to

specifically provide the age of eligibility for election as president instead of leaving it open.

The Committee observed that there is no single provision on the law books of Uganda which

specifies the age at which a person may offer his candidature in an election. Indeed, the

Committee recognizes that the age of candidature in any political office depends on the

political office and is usually prescribed in the law prescribing such office. The Committee

reasons that since there is no legal provision specifying the age at which a person is eligible

to stand for political office generally and alive to the fact that the age of candidacy for

election to a particular political office depends on the law establishing that office, the

committee strongly believes that Article 102 needs to make a specific reference to a particular

minimum age for which a person may stand for election as president.

$
Secondly, there is a conflict between paragraphs (a) and (c) of Article 102 of the

Paragraphs (a) and (b) of Article 102 require that a person qualifies for election

as president if he or she is a citizen of Uganda by birth and is qualified to be a Member of

iament. The qualification of a Member of Parliament are prescribed in Article 80 of the

and it is reproduced below-

"80. Qualifications and disqualitications of members of Parliament

(l) A person is qualified to be a Member of Parliament if that person-
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(2)

(b) is a registered voterl and

(c) has completed a minimum formal education of
standard or its equivalent.

A person is not qualijied for election as a Member

that person-

(a) is of unsound mind;

(b) is holding or acting in an office the functions of which involve

a responsibility for or in connection with the conduct of on

election;

(c) is a traditionol or cultural leader as dejined in urticle 246(6) of
this Constitution;

(d) has been adjudged or otherwise declared bankrupt under any

(e)

law inforce in Uganda ond has not been discharged; or

is under a sentence of death or a sentence of imprisonment

exceeding nine months imposed by any competent court

without the option of a.fine.

(3) A person elected to Parliament when he or she is a member of a local

governntent council or holds a public office shall resign the ofJice before

assuming the office of Member of Parliament."

The conflict between paragraph (a) and (b) arises from the fact that for a person to q for

election as president, he or she must be a citizen of Uganda by birth. On the other hand, for

the same person to quali$ to be a Member of Parliament, he or she is merely required to be a

citizen of Uganda.

This means that persons who are not citizens by Birth are eligible to stand in an election for a

Member of Parliament yet the same are not eligible to stand for election as a Member of

Parliament. Article 102(a) and (c) assume that the qualifications for election as president are

the same as those for election as a Member of Parliament yet this is not entirely true. This

means that paragraph (a) of Article 102 of the Constitution requiring a person to be a citizen

by birth for him or her to be eligible for election as president and paragraph (c) of the same

Article, requiring the same person to merely be a citizen, conflict and may hinder the

implementation of the provision.
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Considering that it is not a requirement for a person to be a citizen by birth for one to qualify

for election as a Member of Parliament and yet such a person must comply with RarayqRhs

(a) and (b) of Article 102, there is need to remove this conflict by either sVecifi@*Ur,

prescribing the qualifications of election as president or by harmonizing both OaraeraphS

Indeed, international best practices require that for a person to qualifii for election

president, he or she must be a citizen of that country by birth. The following

illustrate this international best practice.

IN KENYA, A person qualifies for nomination as a presidential candidate if the person-

(a) is a citizen by birth;

(b) is qualified to stand for election as a member of Parliament;

(c) is nominated by a political party, or is an independent candidate; and

(d) is nominated by not fewer than two thousand voters from each of a majority of the

counties.

(2) A person is not qualified for nomination as a presidential candidate if the person--

a) owes allegiance to a foreign state; or

'- (b) is a public officer, or is acting in any State or other public office.

IN TANZANIA, a person shall not be entitled to be elected to hold the office of President of

the United Republic save only if-

(a) he is a citizen of the United Republic by birth in accordance with the citizenship

law;

(b) he has attained the age offorty years;

(c) he is a member of, and a candidate nominated by, a political party;

he is qualified to be a Member of Parliament or a Member of the House of

sentatives; and

) within the period of five years before the General Elections, he has not been

convicted by any court for any offence relating to evasion to pay any tax due to the

Government.

IN RWANDA, a candidate for the office of the Presidency of the Republic shall
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(a) be of Rwandan nationality by origin;

(b) not hold any other nationality;

(c) have at least one parent of the Rwandan nationality by origin;

(d) have irreproachable morals and probity;

(e) not have been convicted and sentenced to a term of imprisonment of six months

more;

(f) not have been deprived of his or her civil and political rights;

(g) be at least thirty five (35) years old on the date of submission of his or her candidacy;

(h) be resident in Rwanda at the time of submission of his or her candidacy.

IN GHANA, a person shall not be qualified for election as the President of Ghana unless-

(a) he is a citizen of Ghana by birth;

has attained the age offorty years; and

(c) he is a person who is otherwise qualified to be elected a Member of Parliament,

except that the disqualifications set out in paragraphs (c), (d), and (e) ofclause (2)

of article 94 of this Constitution shall not be removed, in respect of any such

person, by a presidential pardon or by the lapse of time as provided for in clause

(5) of that article.

IN NIGERIA, A person shall be qualified for election to the office of President if-

(a) he is a citizen of Nigeria by birth ;

(b) he has attained the age of forty years ;

(c) he is a member of a political party and is sponsored by that political parly ; and

(d) he has been educated up to at least the School Certificate level or its equivalent.

it is evident from the above best p_ractices that being a citizen by birth is one of the

for election as president for a particular country. It also appears that being

resident in a particular country is one of those requirements a person must fulfil before he or

she can qualify for election as president. Considering that it is not a requirement for a person

to be a citizen by birth to qualify to stand as a Member of Parliament, paragraph (a) and (b) of

the Article 102 should be harmonized to remove this conflict.
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4. DECISION OF THE COMMITTEE ON THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO

ARTTCLE 102 (B) OF THE CONSTITUTION.

In scrutinizing the Bill, the Committee received representations for and against of

the age restrictions prescribed in Article 102 (b). Indeed, the Committee

following reasons for removing the age restrictions in Article 102 (b)-

(a) Article 102 (b) threatens democracy since Article 1 of the Constitution grants

people of Uganda the right to determine who leads them and how they are ruled.

Therefore restricting their choice on account of age would deny them the opportunity

to fully exercise their freedom to decide who leads them.

(b) that Article 102 (b) is discriminatory against the youth and aged and is contrary to

le 2l which guarantees equality of all people before the law;

(c) The youth and aged also want to participate in decision making process in the

country. Having a lower and upper age limit would limit the participation of the

youth and the aged in the country's leadership.

(d) That age doesn't translate into capacity since the youth and aged persons were able

to serve efficiently in the office of President;

(e) that since life expectancy has increased from the time this Article was proposed and

considering that more Ugandans are living longer, the population of the youth and

aged persons, which are increasing every year, are productive and must be utilised

f1 There is no empirical evidence to prove the assertion that persons below 35 years and

above 75 years are not biologically endowed for leadership.

On other hand, the committee received the following arguments for having the age
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restrictions in the constitution. These include-

(a) That the office of the President requires a certain level of education and experrence

and that the person to hold that office should have some level of exposure to the

workings of the state.

(b) That the lower age of 35 years is far considering that our life expectancy in Uganda is

relatively low;
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(c) That removing the age restrictions in the Constitution will only serve the current

President and is not done in the interest of Ugandans;

(d) That removing the age restrictions is likely to create instability, a one

life presidency;

(e) That Article 102 (b) is part of the basic structure of the Constitution and i

would destabilize the basic structure of the constitution.

(f) The procedure of the adopted in introducing the Bill into the House was irregular and

unlawful

In reach ing its decision. the Committee considered the stakeholder's views, the reasons

for and against removal of the age restrictions, the history of Article 102 of the
/Constitution 

and the general evolution of the qualifications for election as President, the legal

challenges posed by Article 102 in its current form, legal challenges with the proposed

amendment as contained in the Bill as well as intemational best practices. As

above, the Committee received a cross section of views both for and against the proposed

amendment to Article 102 (b). The Committee at all times kept an open mind to the proposals

being made by the stakeholder appearing before. The Committee noted that both the views

for and against were persuasive but not binding on the Committee, never-the-less, the

Committee took into account the views received in reaching a decision on the matter.

The committee was, in reaching the decision on this matter, persuaded by the reasons

advanced for removing the age restrictions as indicated above. The committee noted that they

reasons advanced for removing the age restrictions were legal in nature and kept within the

and generally constitutional regime applicable to the matter. The Committee was

persuaded more by the following reasons-

(a need to allow Ugandans, keeping within the spirit of Article I of the

to have the unfettered right and sovereignty to choose their leaders, especially the

person holding the office of President.

need for flexibil ity by ensuring that all the countries human resources are fully

and are available to take up positions of leadership;

(c) The

indi

of president were based on the movement system which preferred

which was ushered in in 2005;
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(d) Age, as a qualification for election is not efficacious in limiting unsuitable persons

from attaining the office of President. The committee noted that it is better toyt in

place a proper persons test in determining persons who qualify for etectT@
president. .'-

(e) there was no scientific evidence adduced before the committee indicating that

below 35 years and those above 75 years are incapable ofleading a nation;

(f) there was no evidence adduced before the committee indicating that persons below

years and those above 75 years lack the requisite cognitive abilities to lead a nation;

(g) is no evidence that ALL persons above the age of 75 years suffer from cognitive

decline and are therefore unable to lead. The committee observed that different people

have different traits and capabilities at different stages of growth. The committee

that Article I 02 (b) assumed, wrongly, that all persons below the age of 3 5 and

above 75 lack the intellectual ability to lead a nation merely based on their age.

The Committee further believes that whereas Article 102 (b) is not discriminatory, it

marginalizes against the aged and the youth. The Committee notes that Article 102 (b)

marginalizes against the youth and the elderly by limiting their opportunities especially as far

as offering their candidature for the highest office is concerned. The Committee observed that

Article 32 of the Constitution obligates the state to take affirmative action in favour of the

marginalized groups to which the youth and elderly belong. The Committee believes that

removing the age restrictions in Article 102 (b) is one way of streamline the provision for

purpose of redressing the imbalance therein against persons below the age of 35 and those

above the age of75

The Committee also took into account international practrces a above,

have a move towards removing age restrictions against the youth and elderly. International

instruments as well as international best practices are in support of removal or relaxing

on the ages of candidacy for most political offices.

The committee further took into account the changing demographics of Uganda in reaching

According to the 2014 population census, the composition of Uganda's

consists of children below 18 years who constitute 55oh of the population, the

persons 18 - 30 Years) who constitvted 23oh of the population, the elderly

4.7oh of the population and the l8% of the population, being persons between the

age of to 65 years. The committee observes that the restrictions imposed in Article 102 (b)

lude a

those
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constitute abottt 78%o of the total population of Uganda, from contesting for the highest

political office in Uganda. The committee further observed that the presidency is limited to

only l8% of the total population of Uganda, a situation that is unfair, contrary to tner$(of
the constitution, unacceptable and demonstrably unjustifiable in a free and democratic so(e(y

like Uganda

The Committee also noted that Article 50 of the Constitution grants a right to a person

years to vote in any election in Uganda. Article 50 is reproduced below-

59. Right to vote.

(1) Every citizen of Uganda qf eighteen years qf oge or above has a

right to vote.

\ (2) It is the dug of every citizen of Uganda of eighteen yeors qf age

or above to register as a voterfor public elections and referenda.

(3) The Stste shall take all necessary steps to ensure that all citizens

qualified to vote register and exercise their right to vote.

(4) Parliantent shall make laws to provide for the focilitation of

citizens with disabilities to register and vote.

The noted that a whereas persons above 18 years of age are allowed to vote

without the same persons below 35 years of age and above 75 years are prohibited

to offer for the highest political office. The committee came to the

that by the age restriction imposed on persons below 35 years of age

and those above 75 promote inclusive politics which will in turn guarantee a level

playing field for all, promote adult-youth partnerships in public governance which is in line

with the spirit of the Constitution as outlined in article 1 of the constitution.

s
C/)

RECOMMENDATION

The committee recommends that-

(1) The age prescribed in Article 102 be reduced from 35 years to 18 years and for

the upper age restriction to be removed.

(2) Article 102 is redrafted to specifically prescribe the qualifications for a person to

stand for president. These should including him or her being-
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52(a) a citizen of Uganda ;

(b) a registered voter;

(c) a resident in Uganda at the time of submission of his or her

and

/

(c) having completed a minimum formal education of Advanced

standard or its equivalent.

(3)Article 102 is renumbered and a new clause is inserted prescribing matters that

would bar a person from qualifying as president. These should include-

(o) being of unsound mind;

(b) Holding or acting in an office the .functions o.f which involve a

responsibili$,.for or in connection with the conduct o.f an election;

(c) Being a traditional or cultural leader as deJined in article 246(6) of tlre

Constitution;

(d) has been adjudged or otherwise declored bankrupt under ony law in

.force in Uganda and has not been discharged; or

(e) being uncler a sentence of deatlt or a sentence of imprisonment

exceeding nine months imposed by any competent court without the

option of a Jine.

r
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CLAUSE 3 OF THE BILL

Clause 3 of the bill seeks to amend Article 104 of the Constitution by substituting for clAUSES

(2), (3) and (6) the following-

"(2) A pelition under clause (1) of this afticle shall be lodged in the Supreme Court

registry within fifteen days after the declarotion of the election results.

(3) The Supreme Court shall inquire into and determine the petitiott expeditiously

and shall declare its findings and reasons not later than forty five days .from the

the petition is filed

an election is annulled, a.fresh election shall be held within sixE, days

dale of the annulment"

CURRENT PROVISION d,
a
$
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Currently, the provisions clause 3 wishes to amend read as follows-

'(2) A petition under clouse (1) of this orticle shull be lodged in the

registry within ten days after the declaration of the election results.

,,r);hr*

(3) The Supreme Court shall inquire into and determine the petition

and shall declare its Jindings not later than thirty days from the date the petition is

.filed

(6) Where an election is annulled, a fresh election shall be held within twenty days

.from tlte dole of the unnulment"

EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

The amendment has the following effects-

(a) It will expand the time within which an aggrieved candidate can file a petition from

ten to fifteen days.

(b) It will expand the time within which the Supreme Court will inquire into and

the petition from thirty to forty five days.

(c) Unlike in the current provision where the court is only allowed to give its finding

within 30 days and its reasons for the findings later on, as is the practice, the proposed

amendment to sub clause (6) requires the Supreme Court to give its findings and

reasons for the findings at the same time.

(d) It expands the time within which a fresh election is held after the annulment of a

presidential election from fwenty to sixty days.

STAKEHOLDER'S VIEWS

Commission (EC)

EC v,as in agreement with the proposed amendment to Article 104 (2) since it

improve the quality and quantity of evidence .filled in court and lessens the

on the entire litigation process

The EC agreed with the proposed amendment to Article 104 (3) since it will give

adequate tinrc lo court to determine the election petitiott challenging a presidential

$
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time .frames needed .for filling the petition, replying to the petition, ,r%:rO
determining lhe samc.

The EC was in agreementwith the proposed amendment of Article 104 (6) sa

time prescribed in the amendment will enable the electoral commission to

fresh processes such as planning, procuring of additional materials as well

a

attendant packaging and dispatch to the regions ond eventually to polling stations.

The EC proposed to amend Article 103 (5) to expancl the tinte v,ithin which to condttct

a re-nm.front 20 days to 60 days. This is in line with the 60 days proposed.for holding

.fi'esh elections under Article 104 (6).

The EC noted that the amendment of clouses in Article 104 (2) and (6) does

uutonruticully call .for omendment of the Presiclenliul elections Act, purticularly,

sectiott 59 (2) und (3) and other attendant electorul laws. They proposetl thut such

consequential umendntents shoulcl be hondled at the time the comltrehensive

amendments to the electoral luws is carried out.

a

of Justice & Constitutional Affairs

a The Minister of Justice ogreed with the proposed antendment and reasoned that lhe

amendments, on Article 102 and 104 were not new having been submitted to the

Ministry of Justice and constittttional affairs by the public .for consideration during

the constitution amendment of 2015. The Minister noted that during the amendment of

the Constitution in 2015, these proposals were not presented to Parliament.for

antendntent due to the limited time that Pctrliament had ot the time to consider the

Constittttion (omendment) Bill,20l5 being that the EC ha d already set the datefor

presidential und general parliomentary elections. The Ministry conclttded that since

the proposols were part of those it had received in 2015, it supportecl the Bill in its

$

entirety a

Reform Commission (ULRC) J

a ogreed w,ith the proposed amendments to Article 104 since the tinte .frumes

,fu in that Article were unrealistic and the Suprente Court had reconmtended

having such tintes lines reviewed.

Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC) t

v
s
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o

National Resistance Movement (NRM)

a agreed with the proposed ontendntent on grounds that the time ltl

104 o/'the Constitution are inadeqttote und that the antendment is in compliance

the directives of the Supreme Court in the case of Amanur Mbabuzi.

Prime Minister

The Prime Minister agreed u,ith the proposecl ctmendment to Article 104 since it v,us

prescribing additional tinte within to curty out the processes envisuged in Article 104

the Conslitution.

FRONASA Veterans

a whereas they agreed with the principle kt ontend Article I04 of the Constittttiut, they

proposed to expand the time as follows-

(a) in 104 (2) to 28 days;

(b) in 104 (6) to increase it to 60 days;

Kampala Operational Taxi Stages' Association (KOTSA)

The EOC agreed with the proposed amendments to Article 104 of the Constitution but

cartioned that there is need.for a comprehensive review *rr,"ii%)::rr"?r:;r;,
that all persons, especially vulnerable and marginalized are ,
right to vote. / -

$
a On Article 104 (2), recognized that the duration prescribed in the Bill is not s

and should be at least 45 days.

enl

ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS

The amendment of Article 104 of the Constitution in the manner proposed in the bill is

and should be supported. The Committee noted that the amendment arose from

ommendations made by the Supreme Court in the case of Amama Mbabazi Vs Yoweri

i, the Electoral Commission & the Attorney General cited above, wherein,

a number of recommendations, some of which touched on the matters proposed
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"The TimeforJiling and determination of the petition:

Cottrt noted that in the coltrse of hearing the petition, the is,ltrb,
inadequacy of the tinte provided in Article 104(2) and (3) of the Constitution

.filing and determining of presidential election petitions came up. The same

was also pointed out by this Court in the tw,o previous presidential

petitions. The l0 day period within which to.file a presiclential election

nnd to gather evidence and the j0 days within which the Court must urutlyze the

evidence ctnd mctke a decision as provided wtder Article 104 (2) und (3) of the

Constittrtion and section 59 (2) and (3) of thc PEA is inadequute. We

recomnrcnd thot the period be reviewed and necessur? amendments be mude to

least 60 da to the und the o

sufficient tinte to DreDore. nresenl. he,ar and determine the petition, while at the

sante time being mindful o.f the tinte within which the new President ntu:it be

sworn tn.

The tine for holding fresh electiotts

Court noted tfufi Article 104(7) provides that where a presiden election

annulled, afresh election ntust be heldwithin 20 days. Court observed that this

is ttnrealistic, given the problents that have come to light in the course of

hearing all the three petitions that this Court has dealt with to-date. In all these

petitions, the Commission has been found wanting in some areas. Importation

of election materials has sontetintes been a problem. Securing.fitnds has also

$
provided challenges. Therefore, to require the Commission to hold a.free

.fair election within 20 days after another has been nullified is being overly

A longer and more reolistic lime -frame should be put in place. "

observes that Supreme Court specifically recommended the expansion of the

tlme an aggrieved party to file a petition, its determination and holding of a fresh

election to at least sixty days or such longer and more realistic time frames.

The Committee however noted with concern that whereas the proposed amendment to Article

104 is hinged on the recommendations of court in the Amama Mbabazi case quoted above,

the proposed amendment as contained in the Bill has some challenges, including-

1. the proposed timelines are unrealistic and need to be reconsidered

r
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Upon scrutiny of the proposals made by the Bill, the Committee came to the realization that

the timeline proposed in the Bill are unrealistic and will not achieve the desilql aspirations of

the amendment unless these are enhanced and realigned with othel 
1l 

of the

Constitution. The bill proposes as follows- /' -

(i) To expand the time within which an aggrieved candidate can file a petition

to fifteen days.

(ii) To expand the time within which the Supreme Court will inquire into and

the petition from thirty to forty five days.

(iii)To expand the time within which a fresh election is held after the annulment of a

presidential election from twenty to sixty days

The Committee observed that whereas the timelines proposed in the Bill appear to be

they still do not offer a petitioner, the Supreme Court and the Electoral

Commission (EC) adequate time to prepare and file a petition, determine a petition and hold

fresh elections respectively. The Committee bases this observation on the activities required

of the petitioner, Supreme Court and the Electoral Commission in complying with the

processes that accrue as variously allowed in Article 104 of the Constitution. The Committee

observes as follows;

(a) Article 104 (2), expanding the time within which on aggrieved candidate can Jile o

petition

The Committee observed that Article 104 (2) empowers a

file a petition challenging a Presidential election. The Petitioner is given ten days from the

date of declaration of results within which to file such a petition. The Committee observed

that the time of l0 days is not be enough considering the processes he or she will have to

out in order to successfully challenge a Presidential election. The Committee noted that

of the things a person challenging a presidential election will certainly do is collecting

to be adduced in court considering that the evidential burden lies with the person

a presidential election to prove the allegations contained in the petition

ommittee took cognizance of the Supreme Court decision in the case of Amanta

Vs Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the Electorol Commission & the Attorney General

cited a , where court held as follows-

candidate to $
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"The legal burden rests on the Petitioner to ploce credible evidence before Court

which will satisfy the Court thut the allegations made by the Petitioner ore true.

The burden is on the Petitioner to prove not only noncompliance witlEelection

law but also that the noncompliance afficted the result of the ntn/t&$y,o
substantial manner. {-

It is only if credible evidence is brought before the Court that the burden to

the respondent ond it becomes the respondent's responsibilily to show either tlt

there was no failure to comply with the law or that the noncompliance did not

have substantial elfect on the election.

In the matter before us, the Petitioner had the duly to adduce evidence to the

elfect that specific malproctices and iwegulorities occurred and futthermore that

the irresularities so affected the result that the lst Respondent cannot be said to

have been validlv elected" (emDhasis mine)

The Committee noted that the evidential burden placed on a petitioner in a presidential

election is high considering that elections are not set aside on light or trivial grounds. In

Presidential elections in parlicular, the legal regime specifically prescribes the grounds on

which it is challenged and set aside. Indeed, the Committee noted that section 59 of the

Presidential Elections Act, 2005 requires that a Presidential election can only be annulled on

the following grounds-

(a) non-contpliance with the provisions of this Act, if the court is that the

election was not conducted in accordance with the principles laid down in those

provisions and tlrut the non-compliance alfected the result of the election in a
substantial manner;

(b) that the candidate was at the time of his or her election not qualified or was

disqualified for election as President;

N
_2

N

an offence under this Act was committed in connection with the election by the

candidate personally or with his or her knowledge and consent or approval,

observed that the above grounds are specific and require the strict proof of

grounds. The evidence required to prove such an allegation must be capable

that such a matter complained of had a substantial effect on the result. The

took note of the decision of the Supreme in the case of Besigte Vs

of indi

Comm
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Museveni & Another, Election petition No I of 2001 where, Court determining the

evidential requirement needed to prove that a matter complained of affected the-results in a

substantial manner noted as follows- 
- r u )Ot

"What is a substantial etfect? This has not been dejined in the Stotue or

decisions. But the cases of Hackney (supra) ond Morgan v Simpson

attempted to deJine whst the word substantiul meant. I agree with the opin

Grove, J. The e.ffect must be calculated to really influence the result in a sign

manner. In order to assess the elfect the court has to evaluate the whole process oJ

election to determine how it affected the result, and then ass'ess the degree of the

effecl In this process of evaluation, it cannot be said that numbers are not

impofiant just as the conditions which produced those numbers, nuntber are useful

in making acljustments for the irregularities.

The crucial point is that there must be cogent evidence direct or circumstantial to

tltat llte ,t

The Committee took special note of the fact that in satisfying that a

of had substantial effect on the result, a petitioner must traverse the whole country collecting

evidence to prove the allegations contained in the petition. This is necessary since in a

presidential election petition, the country is looked at as one constituency and evidence must

be brought to show that the matter complained of was wide spread and in so happening

affected the result. The Committee fuither noted that the evidence required to annul a

presidential election goes beyond evidence in any civil matter, considering that one has to

show that the irregularities had a substantial effect on the election of the person who was

declared winner. The evidential burden therefore placed on the person challenging a

presidential election is broad and may not adequately be dispensed within 10 days as

for in the Constitution. Indeed, the Committee noted that the Supreme Court, in the

case of Amanta Mbabazi quoted earlier, recommended the enhancement of the period allowed

to file a petition challenging a presidential election to give the parties and the Court sufficient

to prepare, present, hear and determine the petition, while at the same time being

mindful of the time within which the new President must be sworn rn.

, in light of the evidential burden placed on a petitioner in a presidential election,

which is higher than

N
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that in a civil matter as well as the fact that challenging presidential

great public interest, there is need to expand the time proposed for filing a

days to such longer period of time which will enable a petitioner collect the

to successively prosecute the petition.

is a matter of

l0

needed

(b) Article 104 (3) to expand the time within which the Supreme Court will

and determine the petition

The Committee notes that the time proposed to be allocated to the Supreme Court to inquire

into the petition and determine it need to be enhanced. Currently, Article 104 (3) requires the

Supreme Court to perform fwo major duties, being, to inquire into the petition and to

determine the issues raised in the petition. Indeed, the Supreme Court, in the case Amoma

Mbabazi Vs Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the Electoral Commission & the Attorney General

cited above held as follows-

"As already noted, Article 104 (3) of the to

inquire into and determine the petitiotr. Two things are envisaged by the

vision. First, is .for the Court to make an inquiry and this involves taking

,evidence from the parties and witnesses. Furthermore, the Court can in exercise

of its discretion call any witness whose information would enable the Court

reach a just and fair decision. Second, is that after the inquiry, Court is to

determine the legal isszes raised by the parties using the information it received

during the process of inquiry."

The proposed amendment to clause 104 (3) is to the effect that now, court is given an

additional duty on top of the two it had before, being to give reasons for its decision and to do

so within 45 days from the date the petition is filled. The Committee observes that court had

found that the 30 days it had been allocated in the current Article 104 (3) was insufficient and

now with the proposal to have court give both finds and reasons for the findings on the same

is unreasonable and unrealistic given the work load.

to comply with the requirements of Article 104 (3), the Supreme Court would give its

f,rndings within 30 days but give reasons for its findings within a further 90 days from the date

f That has been the practice in all the presidential petitions including Kizza

vs. Yoweri Museveni ctnd Another, Presidential election Petition No I of 2006, Kizzrt

Yoweri Museveni and Another, tial election Petition No.l
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Amama Mbabazi vs. Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the Electorctl Commission & the Attorney

General. This means that the time proposed in the bill within which court # '
Vlure'

determine and give reasons for its determination in 45 days is unrealistic and needs'.to be

enhanced to a more reasonable time.
t

In this assertion, the committee is alive to the processes that take place after the

petition challenging presidential elections, including-

(a) the serving of the same petition on the Electoral Commission, the Attomey General

(AG) and the successful presidential candidate;

(b) the Electoral Commission, the AG and the successful presidential candidate filling an

answer to the petition;

(c) Conferencing of parties to agree on issues;

(d) trial of the petition, including hearing all sides of the petition, receiving evidence in

form of affidavits and witnesses for cross examination;

(e) closure of trial, evaluation of evidence by judges and findings;

the above processes, the additional duty placed onto court to give reasons for its

findings at the same time, the fact that the timeline prescribed are also utilised by the

respondents in the matter to reply to the petition as well as the need to avail court the time to

make a decision without being rushed, the Committee is of the view that this time needs to be

enhanced to such longer period to enable the respondent in the case adequate time to prepare

its defence as well as court to reach a determination as well as make its own inquiry without

being rushed.

(c) Article 104 (3) to expand the time within which s

snnulment of a presidential election

is held after the

On the proposed amendment to Article 104 (6), the Committee recognises that there is need to

increase the time within which the Electoral Commission shall hold a fresh election upon the

of a presidential. The committee noted that the time prescribed in article 104 (6) is

unrealistic considering the processes that have to be carried out by the Electoral Commission

and any other person intending to stand in that election. The Committee further noted that

are processes that have to take place upon a presidential election being nullified by

Court. Depending on the reasons for the annulment, the committee observes that ofora

of
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combination of the following processes may be carried out by the EC or a to

offer his or her candidature in that election after the annulment of a presidential

(a) amendment of the relevant electoral laws;

(b) appointment of Electoral Commissioners or the reorganisation

management body;

(c) requisition of supplementary funding for the elections;

(d) the organisation of elections including, appointment of the relevant election staff,

procurement of electoral material and other services, civic education, drawing of a

road map for elections, generating or cleaning of a voter register, voter registration,

distribution of electoral material, training of electoral management staff and

nomination of candidates;

(e) collection of signature in support of one's candidature as required in Article 103 of the

tution

observes that the time within which elections are held should be long enough

to enable the Electoral Commission carryout all the processes as well as affording government

the time within which to remedy any electoral process issues or legal deficiencies identified

by court as well as implementing the recommendations of court in order to carry out an

election that will stand legal scrutiny

2. THERE IS A DISCONNECT BETWEEN CLAUSE 1 AND 3 OF THE BILL

The Committee notes that there is a connection between clause I and 3 of the bill. Clause I of

the Bill proposes to amend Article 6l of the Constitution by expanding the time within which

presidential, general parliamentary and local government elections within the first 30 days of

the last 120 days. Clause 3 on the other hand proposes to expand the time within which a

person may challenge a presidential election, the time within which the Supreme Court is

determine a petition challenging a presidential election as well as the time within which a

fresh election is held upon the annulment of a presidential election.

Committee observes that there is a relationship between Article 6l and 104 of the

Constitution in the sense that Article 6l determines where elections are to take place and

le 104 determine what happens after such election. The Committee observes that article
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.D
61 (z)currently requires that elections take place in the first 30 days of the ,^*"??f^r"
months) of the term of a presidential election.

Clause I of the Bill proposes to increase that duration so that elections are carried wl

the first 30 days of the last 120 days (4 months). Once those elections are carried

Article 104, especially clauses (2), (3) and (6) are directive on the processes that take place

after such election, in as far as the office of the president is concerned. Article 6l (2) directs

that elections take place in the last 90 days of the presidential term. If that is the case, article

104 on challenging a Presidential election, directs an aggrieved person, the Supreme Court

and the Electoral Commission to file a petition, determine the petition and hold fresh

elections, respectively, within 90 days. Indeed, when one considers the provisions of article

104 (2), (3) and (6) one discerns that if all those processes are complied with, the time left for

the presidential term to expire is 30 days. These 30 days are then used in case the subsequent

presidential election is challenged, though these are not sufficient as will be shown latter.

that there is a connection between Articles 6l (2) and 104 (2), (3), (6) and (7),

a closer consideration of the proposed amendment to article 104 (2), (3) and (6) reveals

that there seems to be a disconnect between these proposals in the sense that if the proposal to

Articles 61 and 104 are taken as they are, there will be insufficient time to cater for processes

that may arise after the holding of fresh elections. It is important to recall that the bill, in

clause 1, proposes to amend article 6l (2) to increase the time within which elections are held

before the expiry of a presidential term of office from 90 days to 120 days. At the same time

the bill proposes, in clause 3, to amend article 104 (2), (3) and (6) to increase the time within

which the following processes and acts are done-

(iv)In Article 104 (2), to expand the time within which aggrieved can file a

petition from ten days to fifteen days.

(v) In Article 104 (3), to expand the time within which the Supreme Court will inquire

into and determine the petition from thirty days to forty five days.

(vi)In Article 104 (6), to expand the time within which a fresh election is held after the

annulment of a presidential election from twenty days to sixty days

f the Constitution is amended as proposed and the increments effected, it will mean that a

total of 120 days will be required forpurposes of carrying out the processes and actions that

envisaged in article 104 (2), (3) and (6) of the Constitution. This will mean that if there rs

subsequent petition filled challenge that presidential election, there is likely

(3
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constitutional crisis considering that the term of the president will have expired be(e other

processes envisaged in Article 104 (2), (3) and (6) are carried out. I am forfertedlbr,my

reasoning by the provision of Article 104 (7) which is reproduced below- / v

"(7) If after a fresh election held under clause (6) oI this article there

petition which succeeds, then the presidentiul election shall be postponed;

the expiry of the term of the incumbent President, the Speaker shall perform

functions of the ofJice of President until s new President is elected und ussumes

office"

The above article envisages a situation where after the annulment of a presidential election,

fresh elections are carried out which are also annulled. In such a situation, the speaker takes

the presidency because at that time, the office of the president is vacant owing to the fact that

the term of the President has expired. However, the situation that would arise upon the

of Article 104 (6) as proposed in the bill is that since the duration before which

ential term expires is exactly the number of days required for complying with the

provisions of article 104 (2), (3) and (6). This means that if there is a subsequent petition

challenging the fresh elections, there will be no time for petitioning, determining the petition

and holding fresh elections before the term of the president expires. Therefore, there is need to

reconcile the proposals made in clause 1 and 3 of the bill in order to achieve harmony.

3. THE BrLL DOES NOTADDRESS THE AMBIGUITY IN ARTICLE r04 (6) OF

RI

wTHE CONSTITUTION

The Committee notes that the proposed amendment to 104 (6) S

in that Article. Article 104 (6) requires that where an election is annulled, a fresh election

shall be held within twenty days from the date of the annulment. Whereas the bill proposes to

amendment Article 104 (6), its proposal stops at expanding the time within which a fresh

election is held. The Committee notes with concem that Article 104 (6) is ambiguous in the

sense that it is not clear as to whether, when a presidential election is annulled, any person can

participate in the subsequent election or its only persons who participated in the annulled

that can participate.

A closer scrutiny of Article 104 (6) reveals that it doesn't not guide as to whether any person

in contesting in the fresh election can participate. It is not even clear whether the

will have to comply with article 103 of the Constitution, being
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nominations are called for persons who are interested in offering tt ei. pfuqaature for

President, collection of supporting signatures from across the count;: /fo"n of

nominations fees or whether the candidature of those who participated in th2 grnulled

presidential election is automatic.

It is important to note that the Constitution, in Article 103 (5), clarified what

none of the candidates participating in a presidential election obtains the number

required for a person to be declared president. It provides as follows-

"Where ot u presidential election no candidote obtains tlte percentoge of

votes speciJied in clause (4) of this article, q second election shall be held

within thirty days after the declaration of the results in which election the

two candidates who obtoined the hishest number of votes shall be the onlv

tt

The Committee noted with concern that the ambiguity of Article 104 (6) has been tested in the

Republic of Kenya where the Constitution contains a provision similar to article 104 (6)

which obligates a fresh election to be held within 60 days of annulment of a presidential

election without specifying whether the election is open to all Kenyans or only those who

participated in the annulled election. Article 140 (3) of the Constitution of the Republic of

Kenya reads as follows-

"If the Supreme Court determines the election the be invalid,

a fresh election shall be held within sixty days after the determination."

The above provision, just like Article 104 (6) did not clarify whether the election envisioned

there under was open to any person or it is only those persons who participated in the annulled

election may offer their candidature. In the case of Dr Ekuru Aukot vs. the Independent

Electoral & boundaries Commission & 3 others, High Court Constitutional petition No

471 of 20170 conrt observed as follows-

"The constittrtion does not define "fresh elections" nor is it de/ined in the Elections

Act. By Dictionary, arunoffis defined as "afurther compelilion, eleclion, race, elc.,

after o lie or inconclu.sive result." In Kenya, the runof is between two leading

crmdidates in Presidential Election. From these definitions, it is clear the election

contemplated under article 140 (3) isnot a runoffcontentplated trnder article 138

(5) o.f the constittttion. It is a fresh election as the article stqlg;
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Court held that

"follows thal the definition of "fresh election" as contemplated in A

article 5 should not be imposed on Article 140 (3) since dffirent

contemplated. Having participated and supported the petition that rullifi

elections, and even applying the orbita by the Supreme Court, I still find n

bor the petitioner.from contesting in the "fresh elections."

The important of the above decision, though persuasive, is that just like Article 140 (3) of the

Kenyan Constitution, Article 104 (6) of the will need to be interpreted by court to remove the

ambiguity embedded therein unless an amendment is made to it for it to clearly allow any

person to participate in the election and for the election to follow the procedures laid out in

the constitution and any other law relating to presidential elections.

OMMENDATIONS

The c therefore recommends that Article I be amended as propo sed in the bill

albeit with the following amendments-

(l) The relatedness of clause (1) and (3) be taken tnto account in determining the

timelines proposed in those clauses.

(2) Increase the timelines proposed in clause 3 of the Bill as follows-

(a) In Article 104 (2),increase the time within which an aggrieved person Jiles a

petition challenging a presidential election to fourteen days

(b) in Article 104 (6), expand the time within which elections are held upon the

nullffication of a presidential election to forgt Jive days .from the date o.f

nullijication;

(3) In ayticle 104(3), to require the Suprente Court to declare only its findings rather

than giving both the Jindings and reasons at the same time as the Bill proposes.

(4) To require the fresh election envisaged in Article 104 (6) to be carried out in

accordance with the law governing Presidential election.

(5) In Article 104 (7), to require the Chief Justice to take over the presidency in

circumstances where a second petition challenging the election of an incumbent

president succeeds in accordance with article 104 (6) and the term of that

incumbent President expires.
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(6) To impose a requirement on a person elected president, during the subsistence of
the term of Parliament, to only serve for the duration of the remaining term of
parliament and not the full presidential term.

CLAUSE 4 OF THE BILL

Clause 4 of the bill proposes to amend Article 183 of the Constitution by

(b). It reads as follows-

"Article 183 of the Constitution is amended in clause (2) by repealing par

(b)"

CURRENT PROVISION

Article 183 (2) deals with qualifications of a reads as follows-

"(2) A person is not qualilied to be elected district chairperson unless he or she is-

(a) qualified to be elected o member of Parliament;

(b) at least thirtv vears and not more than seventv-five vears of age: and

(c) a person ordinarily resident in the district.

EFFECT OF THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT

(a) It removes age restrictiorts in the qualifications for a district chairperson

(b) It removes both the lower and upper age restrictions in the qualifications for a district

chairperson.

(c) It allows any persotl, irrespective of age, to stand as a candidate in an election .for the

ffice a district chairperson.

STAKEHOLDER'S VIEWS

Law Reform Commission (ULRC)
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ULRC recommended that the issue of minimum and maximum age limit should be

approached in the same manner we recommended in respect of qualification .for

president.

Equal Opportunities Commission (EOC)

a

f4,
a The views expressed by the EOC on this matter are the same as those

the proposed amendment to article 102 (b), in clause 2 above.

ssed on

National Resistance Movement (NRM)

The views expressed by the NRM on this ntotter ure the sume as those expressed on

lhe proposed ctntendntent to article 102 (b), in cluuse 2 above.

Prime Minister

a The viey,s expressecl by the Rt. Hon. Prime Minister on this are tha n1e 0s

a

those expressecl on the proposed untendmenl to article 102 (b), in clause 2 ubote

Uganda Local Government Association (ULGA)

ULGA welconted the amendment to Article 183 of the Constittttion reosoning that it's

discriminating. They observed that whereas there are age restrictions on the part o.f

the President and LC V chairpersons, there are no age restrictions .for Members of

Prtrliantent.

The Uganda Association of Uneducated persons (TUAUP)

TUAUP objected to the proposed amendment of article 183 as proposed in the bill,

reasoning thctt the provision is intendecl to have only patriotic Ugandons serving ot

that level.

. Moses Mfitumukiza

a Agreed with the proposed antendment to Article 183 of the Constitution. The basis.for'

this reasoning was that Uganda has a young population.

General Jim Muhwezi (Rtd)

a
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Hon. Jim Muhwezi, on behalf of the National Executive Committee of Veterans

League of the National Resistance Movement, agreed with the proposed amendment

reasoning that the prohibiting certain people.from contesting at the local government

level contradicts the Constitution which guorantees evetyone eErul oprytunity.

b,
FRONASA Veterans

a

a

It'age

/v

agreed w,ith the proposed umendntent

Prof. Venansius Baryamureeba

Prof objected to the proposed amendment to Article 183 rectsoning that there is

evidence to support the proposed amendment to article I83.

Kick All Age Limits Out of the Constitution (KALOC)

Agreed v,ith the proposed umendnrent reusortirtg thut il v,ill increuse politicul

a

a

inchniveness and participation

ANALYSIS AND OBSERVATIONS

The Committee observes that Article 176 of the Constitution establishes a Local Government

System, a system through which functions, powers and responsibilities are devolved and

transferred from the Government to local government units. The system is based on the

principle of decentralization, a principle applying to all levels of local government and, in

particular, from higher to lower local government units to ensure peoples' participation and

democratic control in decision making. This system of local government is based on

democratically elected councils on the basis of universal adult suffrage in accordance with

the Constitution and the other relevant laws.

The Committee notes that in this system of local govemment, various political offices are

created right from the district level to the lowest administrative unit. One such office is the

office of the District Chairperson which is established in Article 183 (1) with qualification

prescribed in clause (2) of the same Article. Article I 83 ( I ) and (2) are reproduced below-

" 1 83. District Chairperson

(1) There shall be a district choirperson who shall-
(a) be the political head o.f the district; and
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(b) be elected by universal adult suffrage through a secret ballot.

(2) A person is not qualiJied to be elected district chairperson unless he or

she is-
(a) qualiJied to be elected u member of Parliament;

(b) at least thirty years and not more than

and

of age;

(c) a person ordinarily resident in the district.'

The above provrsron creates the office of the district chairperson and bestows on the

of that office the power to be the political head of the district as well as a requirement that

such a person is elected by adult suffrage. On the qualification for election as district

chairperson, clause (2) of article 183 commands that a person only qualifies for election as a

chairperson if he or she is qualified to be elected a member of Parliament, such a

is at least thirty years and not more than seventy years of age and is ordinarily a

resident in the district. It should be noted that a person qualifies for election as a Member of

Parliament if he or she is a citizen of Uganda, is a registered voter and has completed a

minimum formal education of Advanced Level standard or its equivalent.

The Committee observes that the draft constitution which the Odoki Commission submitted

to Parliament didn't contain proposals for the qualification of the District chairperson.

Indeed, According to the draft Constitution, Clause 207,had created the office of the District

Chief Executive who was supposed to be elected from amongst the members of the council.

The Committed notes that the provision establishing the office of the District Chief Executive

did not prescribe the qualifications of such a person. The Committee observes that since the

District Chief Executive was a Member of the Council, he or she had to qualify for election

as a Member of the Council. In that regard, the Committee found that clause 204 of the draft

Constitution imposed only one condition for election to the District Council and it required

that such a person had to be a citizen of Uganda. What is evident from this is that the draft

Constitution had not prescribed educational requirements on a person intending to offer his

candidature for election as a District Chief Executive and neither did it impose any age

restrictions on such a person.

The Committee observes that when the matter was being debated on the floor, Members

conditions on the candidature of a person for the office district chairperson,

seventt-fiuhry,
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requiring that such a person must be qualified to be elected a member of Parliament, is at

least thirty years and not more than seventy-five years of age; and is ordinarily resident in the

district. The Committee notes that the reasons for imposing the above restrictions, especially

on age, was the believe that the district chairperson was to have executive functions and

duties and the duties of such a district chairperson will be best executed by a person above a

particular age.

lw

GES OF'ARTICLE I83 OF THE CONSTITUTION

A close scrutiny of Article 183 (2) (b) reveals the following-

(a) Article 183 (2) (b) is contrary to the spirit of objective lI of the National

objectives and directives principles of state policy and Articles I of the

Constitution of Uganda.

The 1995 Constitution of Uganda, in objective II of the National Objectives and Directives

Principles of State Policy imposes obligations on the state to among others, be based on

democratic principles which empower and encourage the active participation of all citizens at

all levels in their own governance. Further still, the same object enjoins the state to ensure

that the people of Uganda have access to leadership positions at all levels. Further still, the

state is required to ensure that the composition of Government is broadly representative of the

national character and social diversity of the country. Objectives II of II of the National

Objectives and Directives Principles of State Policy are reproduced below-

"II. Democratic principles

(i) The State shall be based on democratic principles which empower and

encourage the active participation of all citizens at all levels in their own

governance.

(ii) All the people of Uganda shall have access to leadership positions at all levels,

subject to the Constitution.

(iii) The State shall be guided by the principle of decentralizotion and devolution of
governmental.functions and powers to the people at appropriate levels where they

con best manage and direct their own affairs.

(iv) The composition of Governntent shall be broadly representotive of the national

character and social diversity ofthe country.
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(v) All political and civic associations aspiring to manage and direct public offairs

shall conform to democratic principles in their internal Organisations and practice.

(vi) Civic Organisations shall retain their autonomy in pursuit of their declared

objectives."

In the same vein, Article 1 of the Constitution makes the peoRle$Uganda sovereign and

grants them absolute power to determine and consent on how they@lbe ruled and who

rules them in all spheres of life. Article I is reproduced below- /r'

"1. Sovereignty of the people

(1) All power belongs to the people who shall exercise their sovereignQ in

accordance wilh this Constitution.

(2) Without limiting the effect of clause (1) of this article, all authoriry in the State

emanates .front the people of Ugando; and the people sholl be governed through

tieir will and consent.

(3) All pob'er and authori| of Governntent and its organs derive from this

Constitution, which in turn derives its authority from the people who consent to be

governed in accordance with this Constitution.

(4) The people shall express their will and consent on who shall govern them and

how they should be governed, through regular, free and fair elections of their

representatives or through referenda. "
Further still, Article 38 of the Constitution guaranteed the right of every citizen to participate

in the affairs of government, individually or through his or her representatives in accordance

with the law. Article 38 of the Constitution is reproduced below-

"38. Civic rights and activities

(1) Every Uganda citizen has the right to participote in the alfairs of
government, individually or through his or her representatives in

accordance with law.

(2) Every Ugandan has a right to participate in peaceful activities to

influence the policies of governnrenl througlt civic Organisotions."

of the above cited provisions is that the people of Uganda are sovereign and are

determine how they are ruled and who rules them. The principle of ssovereignty of
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people is to the effect that the authority of the govemment is created and sustained by the

consent of its people, who are the source of all political power. The principte of soveG$tV

requires that the people are free to make choices on matters that affect them, inclu din1 wfu,

how and the manner in which they are ruled. Article 183 (2) (b) of the Constitution has

effect of limiting or fettering the exercise of the people's absolute sovereignty by re

their choice of leaders, especially for the office the District chairperson, to only

above the age of 30 years and below 75 years of age. By unjustly limiting the choice of

persons available for election as district chairperson, Article 183 (2) (b) contravenes the spirit

of objective II of the National objectives and directives principles of state policy and Articles

I of the Constitution and exceeds limitations that are justifiable in a democratic society like

Uganda.

(b) Article 183 (2) (b) marginalizes the aged a youth in as far as limiting their

candidature for election as District Chairpersons

Article 183(2) (b) of the Constitution has the effect of marginalizing against the youth and

elderly by limiting them from offering their candidature for election as a district chairperson.

The word "marginalization" is defined in the Equal Opportunities Commission Act of 2007

to mean the deprivation of a person or a group of persons of opportunities for living a

respectable and reasonable life as provided in the Constitution. On the other hand, can

literally be taken to mean the process of making a group or class of people less important or

relegated to a secondary position. Furthermore, article 32 of the Constitution recognizes that

a person maybe marginalized based on, among others, his or her age. This Article is

reproduced below-

"32. AfJirmotive uction in fovour of marginolized groups

(1) Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, the State

shall take affirmative action in favour of groups

morginalixed on the basis of gender, age, disabiliq or any

other reason created by history, tradition or custom, for the

purpose of redressing imbalances which exist against them.

(2) Parliament sholl moke relevant laws, including laws.for

the establishment of an equal opportunities commission, for
tlte purpose of givingfull effect to clause (1) of this urticle."
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There. Article 183 (2) (b) of the Constitution marginalizes the youth and elderly by

prohibiting them from offering their candidature in an election for district This

amount to marginalization since the youth and elderly, who jointly constitute a ble

percentage of our population, are taken as second class citizens who are incapable

a district.

The basis upon which this limitation was imposed on the youth and the elderly was not

on any scientific evidence that the youth and elderly are incapable of leading a District

aware that such restrictions are unjustifiable in a free and democratic country like Uganda,

the removal of age restrictions will remove the un necessary restriction, making the youth and

elderly equal citizens of Uganda. The Committee considers that Article 183 (2) (b) is one of

those articles that creates marginalizes the youth and elderly by reserving the right to attain

the office

youth.

of district chairperson to any other in Uganda except the elderly and the

the age restrictions in Article 183 (2) (b) is command of Article

32 Constitution but it will also enhance and equalize the opportunities available to all

other Ugandans as far as offering their candidature for the office of district chairperson is

concerned with those currently enjoyed by the youth and elders. The Committee notes that

the term equal opportunities is defined in section I of the Equal Opportunities Commission

Act as follows-

"equal opportunities" nteans hoving the same treotment or consideration in the

enjoyment of rights and freedoms, attainment of access to social services,

education, employment and physical environment or the participation in social,

cultural and political activities regardless of sex, age, race, colour, ethnic origin,

tribe, birth, creed, religion, health status, social or economic standing, political

opinion or disability;

Since the youth and elderly do not enjoy the same opportunity as other Ugandans as far as

their candidature for the office of district chairperson in Uganda, removing such

will go a long way in creating equal opportunity for all, especially in the political

Finally, removing the age restrictions will go in a long way in answering the

of Article 21 (l) of the Constitution. Article 2l (l) of the Constitution requires as
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"(1) all persons ore equal before und under the law in all spheres of political,

economic, social and cultural lde and in every other respect and shall enjoy

equol protection of the law." I d
Article 21 (l) of the Constitution requires that all persons are equal before the Wi/and are

treated equally in all spheres of political, economic, social and cultural life and in er4[r other

respect. Article 183 (2 ) (b) cumently doesn't treat all Ugandans equally since it

those persons between 30 and 75 years over all other persons in Uganda in as far

their candidature for the office of district chairperson is concerned.

(c) Article 183 (2) (b) is contrary to international best practices in so far as it

imposes age restrictions on persons offering their candidature for the office of

district chairperson contrary to international legal instruments and evidence

from other countries.

best practice IS 1n favor of inclusive candidac v laws for al elective offic CS ln

democratic country. The international best practices are contained in a number of instruments

including the universal declaration of Human rights, the African Youth Charter and the

African Charter on Elections, Democracy and Govemance.

The universal declaration of Human rights guarantees every person' right equality before

law and entitles persons, without any discrimination, to equal protection of the law. It further

guarantees other rights including the right to association, freedom of expression and

conscious as well as the right to take part in government of his or her country, directly or

indirectly or through representative.

The African Charter on Democracy, Elections and Governance also enjoins the State parties

to eliminate all forms of discrimination, especially those based on political opinion, gender,

ethnic, religious and racial grounds as well as any other form of intolerance as well as

enjoining them to adopt legislative and administrative measures to guarantee the rights of

women, ethnic minorities, migrants, people with disabilities, refugees and displaced persons

and other marginalized and r.ulnerable social groups. Furthermore, the Charter enjoins state

to promote participation of social groups with special needs, including the Youth and

people with disabilities, in the governance process.

the other hand, the African Youth Charter enjoins member states to take steps to

the participation of youth in parliament and other decision making bodies in
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accordance with the prescribed laws and facilitate the creation or strengthening of platforms

for youth participation in decision-making at local, national, regional, and levels

of governance. Furthermore, the Charter prohibits the discrimination of the youth

of race, ethnic group, colour, sex, language, religion, political or other opinion, national

social origin, fortune, birth or other status and obligate member states to take

measures to ensure that youth are protected against all forms of discrimination on

status, activities, expressed opinions or beliefs.

The committee also wishes to recall that the United Nations Security Council, at its 7573'd

meeting unanimously adopted Resolution 2250 (2015) urging Member States to increase

representation of Youth in decision-making at all levelsthe Council also urged Member States

to consider setting up mechanisms that would enable young people to participate

meaningfully in peace processes and dispute resolution.

On the part of older persons, the United Nations General Assembly passed resolution 46191

6 December l99l on the United Nations Principles for Older Persons which, among

others', requires and obligate state parties to ensure that older persons remain integrated in

society, participate actively in the formulation and implementation of policies that directly

affect their well-being and share their knowledge and skills with younger generations.

The above United Nations legal instruments bind Uganda and impose obligations to ensure

that the Youth and older persons are not discriminated or marginalized against. Furthermore,

the above legal instruments highlight the fact that Article 183 (2) (b) is contrary to the above

cited legal instruments because of its

above cited legal instruments.

(d) The requirements imposed

of the youth and elderly contrary to the

in Article 183 (2) (b) are

they are not applied equally across similar offices in the local government

system.

The requirements in Article 183 (2) (b), imposing a bar against persons below 30 years and

those above 75 years from contesting in an election for district chairperson only applies to the

office of the district chairperson and not any similar office in the local government system.

For instance, whereas there are other local government offices akin to the district chairperson

such as city lord mayor, municipal mayor, city division mayor, municipal division

and other lower local offices such as that of the chairperson at the sub county

the

in the sense that
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and at the town council level, whose functions are similar to those of the district chairpersons,

these have no age restriction similar to Article 183 (2) (b) of the Constitution.

Indeed, in most of these local government offices, the qualifications range frorS(S
qualified to be a Member of Parliament to totally no qualifications for those positi on", P$,
age or academic, meaning, persons of 18 years and above are free to stand for

those positions. This disparity in the qualifications for candidature of the above

positions is discriminatory and unjustifiable in a democratic society since all persons

equal before the law and should enjoy equal opportunity to run for elective offices.

Owing to the above, the proposal to amend Article 183 (3) (b) as proposed in the bill should

be supported since it avails an equal opporhrnity to all persons to run for the office of the

district chairperson without restricting them on the basis of age.

RECOMMENDATION

The Committee recommends that Article 183 of the Constitution be amended as

proposed in the Bill.

6.0. GENERALRECOMMENDATIONS

6.1. Need for Constitution Review Commission

The Committee noted that a number of stakeholders had requested that the Constitution

should be amended after the establishment of a Constitution review Commission. Whereas

the Committee observed there was no legal basis in the Constitution supporting this assertion,

the Committee recognized that Government had in the past made commitments to Parliament

to constitute a Constitution Review Commission but this was not done at the time the Bill

was referred to the Committee for scrutiny.

The Committee recalls that in its report of the Constitution (amendmenQ Bill, 2015, it

recommended, which recommendation was adopted by the House, that Government considers

a Constitution Review Commission to collect the views of the people and to

a comprehensive amendment of the Constitution. The Committee further recalls that

overnment has in the past made commitments to Parliament to constitute a Constitution
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Review Commission but this was not done at the time the Bill was referred to the Committee

for scrutiny. The Committee therefore re-affirms the recommendation it made in itg/r\dport of
;A

the Constitution (amendment) Bill, 2015 and request that Government fulfills its commrt{6nt

to constitute a Constitution Review Commrssron.

6.2 Urgent need for Government to implement the recommendations of the

Court in the case of Amama Mbabazi Vs Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, The Elector

Commission & The Attorney General, Presidential Election Petition No.1 Of 2016

The Committee notes that the Supreme Court, in the case of Amanta Mbabazi Vs Yoweri

Kagutu Museveni, the Electoral Commission & the Attorney General made a number of

recommendations and directed the AG to follow up the recommendations made by Court

with the other organs of State, namely Parliament and the Executive. Court also directed the

Attomey General to report to it within two years from the date of the Judgment the measures

that have been taken to implement these recommendations.

committee observes that since the judgment was passed, the AG has not reported to court

on the progress of the implementation of the above recommendations and neither have all the

recommendations been implemented. The Committee therefore recommends that

Government expedites the process for implementing the recommendations of court.

6.2. Re-instatement of Presidential term limits
,Q

During the various meetings the committee had with a of

proposed or recommended for the re-instatement of presidential term limits. The committee

observes that until 2005, the 1995 Constitution of Uganda had a provision imposing a limit

on the number of times a person occupying the office of President is eligible to hold that

office. This was contained in Article 105 (2) of the Constitution and it read as follows-

The

"105. Tenure ofoflice ofa President

(1) A person elected President under this Constitution shall, subject to

clause (3) of this article, hold office for a term of Jive years.

(2) A person shall not be elected under this Constitution to hold ofiice as

President for more thon two lerms os prescribed by lhis arlicle."

provision allowed a person, occupying the office of President, to serve for only

two, five year terms. By implication, a person who had served two terms as president would
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not be eligible to stand in a subsequent election. The Committee further observes that the

Presidential term limit that had been imposed in Article 105 (2) was the

2005 amendment to the Constitution in the Constitution (Amendment) Act, No.l l, By

the above amendment, presidential term limits were removed from the Consti

the way for a person to serve for more than two term as President of Uganda.

The Committee observed that whereas many reasons were advanced for

limits, one of the most prominent reasons was the existence of Article 102 (b), which

persons above the age of 75 from being eligible for election as president. The reasoning at the

time was that Article 102 was a deterrent measure against an incumbent seeking unlimited

term as president and was sufficient to deter such a person. The Committee therefore notes

that removing the age restrictions in Article 102 will remove the last remaining measure

against the indefinite seeking of the office of President.

The Committee notes that intemational best practices are in favor of measures that limit the

duration as well as the number of times a person may be eligible for election as President.

The committee observed that Presidential term limits, most often two terms, are a common

feature of democratic constitutions adopted in Africa in the 1990s. Indeed, the committee

noted that thirty+hree of the 48 new constitutions contained such provisions, at least for some

time. Indeed, the Committee observed that in Africa, majority of the countries were the

executive authority is bestowed in the

table in appendix (1).

ve presidential terms as illustrated in the

The Committee further noted that even among countries without re asa

qualification for election as president, most of such countries have got term limits on persons

seeking the office of president. Indeed, the committee notes that whereas majority of

countries have no upper age qualifications for election as President, such countries have term

limits imposed on an incumbent limiting such a person to usually two terms of between five

to seven years. This is illustrated below-

\&,{r*"2"
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COUNTRY EXECUTIVE

AUTHORITY

TERM OF OFFICE

Cape Verde President Two 5-year tems, third tenn

only after 5 years

Ethiopia President Two 6-year tenns



Guinea-Bissau President Two 5-year tenns

56o Tom6 and Principe President Two 5-year terms

President Two 5-year termsAlgeria

Angola President Two 5-year tenns

Benin President Two 5-year tenns

Botswana President Two 5-year tenns

Burkina Faso President Two 5-year tenns

Central African Republic President Two 5-year terms

Comoros President Two 5-year terms

Republic of the Congo President Three 5-year tenns

Egvpt President Two 4 year tenns

Equatorial Guinea President Two 7 year tenns

Seychelles President Two 5-year tenns

Ghana President Two 4-year tems

Kenya President Two 5-year tenns

Niger President Two 5-year tenns

Senegal President Two 5-year tenns

and vlo lent

limits offer

political space for new ideas and thus consolidate democratic by ensuring that there is

alteration of political power.

The Comntittee therefore recommends that presidential term limits are reinstated and

entrenched in the Constittttion

TlWtLYe-1
term of President rlorn s ,( l n"urcProposal ect the proposal to expand the

The Committee in scrutinizing the Bill received memoranda and presentations from various

stakeholders who proposed that the term of President be extended from the current five years

to seven years. They argued that seven years is a short time for a president to implement all

,1 
his/her manifesto. They also that other countries in the east African community and

Ng
s\l
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Africa generally have extended the term of office of the President to a minimum of seven and

a maximum of ten years. The Committee is agreeable to the proposed amendment but notes

that it is a requirement in the constitution for such a decision expanding the term of office of

the president beyond five years to be subjected to a referendum ofthe people.

The Committee therefore recommends that the term of office of the president be extended to

seven years but the legal processes prescribed in the constituNr pursuant to which such an

amendment can be legally made be complied with. 4,

I beg to Move
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO THE CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT) NO.2

B.[LL,20t7

1. AMENDMENT OF CLAUSE 1 OF THE BILL

For clause 1 of the Bill, there is substituted the following-

"( l). Amendment of Article 61 of the Constitution

Article 6l of the Constitution is amended by substituting for clause (2), the following-

(2) The Electoral Commission shall hold Presidential, General Parliamentary and

Local Government council elections within the first thirty days of the last one hundred

and seventy two days before the expiration of the term of Parliament."

JUSTIFICATION

a To expand the duration within which to hold presidential, entary

/\ >\,Jz

tu and local government council elections .from the last 120 doys as proposed in the

bill to 172 days.

To require the determinant of when election are held in Uganda to be the term of
the Parliament and not that of the President which is prone to change. It will also

harmonise the term of office of the president with that of parliamenl

To provide adequate timelines for processes arising from a presidential election

such as organising and holding a presidential election re-run, challenging a

presidential election, determining a petition challenging a presidential election by

court as well as organising und holding a fresh election in case a presidential

election is annulled by court as entpowered in Articles 103 (5) and 104 (2), (3) and

(6) of the Constitution.

To comply with the recommendation of court in the case of Amama Mbabazi Vs

Yoweri Kaguta Museveni, the Electoral Commission & the Attorney General

presidential election petition no.l of 2016.
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2. AMENDMENT OF CLAUSE 2 OF THE BILL

For clause 2, there is substituted the following-
J'V)/.

/-
"2. Replacement of article 102 of the Constitution

For article 102 of the Constitution, there is substituted the following-

102. Qualifications and disqualifications of the President.

( I ) A person is qualified for election as President if that person-

(a) is a citizen of Uganda by birth;

(b) is a registered voter;

(c) is resident in Uganda on the nomination day; and

d) has completed a minimum formal education of Advanced Level standard or its

equivalent.

w (2) A person is not qualified for election as President if that person-

(a) is of unsound mind;

(b) is holding or acting in an office the functions of which involve a

or in connection with the conduct of an election;

for

N,(c) is a traditional or cultural leader as defined in article 246(6) of this Constitution;

(d) has been adjudged or otherwise declared insolvent under any law in force in

Uganda and has not been discharged;

(e) is under a sentence of death or a sentence of imprisonment exceeding nine months

imposed by any competent court without the option of a fine;

(0 has, within seven years immediately preceding the election, been convicted by a

competent court of an offence involving dishonesty or moral turpitude; or

(g) has, within seven years immediately preceding the election, been convicted by a

competent court of an offence under any ating to elections conducted by the

-s
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JUSTIFICATION

For clarity and better drafting.

o To specifically prescribe the qualifications for election as president

o To remove age restrictions for election to the ofiice of President

o To specffically prescribe the matters disqualrfttns a person from election as

president. 4
a /u

3. AMENDMENT OF CLAUSE 3 OF THE BILL

For clause 3, there is substituted the following-

"3. Amendment of article 104 of the Constitution

Article 104 of the Constitution is amended by-

(a) substituting for clauses (2), (3) (6) and (7) the following-

"(2) A petition under clause (1) of this article shall be lodged in the Supreme

Court registry within fourteen days after the declaration of the election results.

(3) The Supreme Court shall inquire into and determine the petition

expeditiously and shall declare its findings not later than forty five days from

the date the petition is filed.

(6) Where an election is annulled, a fresh election shall, in accordance with

article 1 03, be held within forty four days from the date of the annulment.

(7) If after a fresh election held under clause (6) of this article there is another

petition which succeeds, then the presidential election shall be postponed; and

upon the expiry of the term of the incumbent President, the Chief Justice shall

perform the functions of the office of President until a new President is elected

and assumes office.

(b) by immediately after clause (7), the following new clauses-
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"The Electoral Commission shall organize and conduct the election postponed in clause

(7) within six months of the expiry of the term of the incumbent president."

"Notwithstanding anything in this Constitution, a person elected President following an

election held in clause (7a) or article 103(3) of this

residual term of Parliament."
u6rql:titution shall serve for the

L

"The chief Justice shall not, while holding the office of the

exercise the following powers of the president -

under e (7),

(a) the nomination or appointment ofjudges of courts ofjudicature;

(b) the nomination or appointment of any other public officer whom this

Constitution or any other law requires the President to appoint;

(c) the nomination or appointment or dismissal of Public officers;

(d) the nomination or appointment or dismissal of a high commissioner,

ambassador, or diplomatic or consular representative;

(e) the prerogative of mercy; and

(f) the authority to confer honors in the name of the people and the Republic."

"Whenever the Chief Justice is holding the office of President under clause (7), the

Deputy Chief Justice shall perform the duties of the Chief Justice prescribed in this

Constitution or any other law."

Ir
JUSTIFICATION

J

$
W

(
{

a to increase the timelines in article 104 (2) from "ten doys" to 'lfourteen

days" in order to affird a person challenging a presidential election enough

time to collect evidence and prepare his or her petition challenging a

presidential election.

To require the Supreme Court to only declare its.finds rather than declaring

both.finds and reasons within the time prescribed in the provision,

K
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>/
to increase the timelines in article 104 (6) from "twenty days" to 'forty

days" in order to afford the Electoral Commission adequate time to

and hold fresh presidential elections after the annulment of a presidential

election

To require the Electoral Commission to comply with the processes

prescribed in Article 103 of the Constitution when holding o fresh election

following the nullification of a presidential election by court. These

processes include carrying out fresh nominations .for presidential aspirants,

collection of the relevant signatures to support each candidate's

nominations as required in Article 103.

In Article 104 (7), to require the Chief Justice to take over the presidency in

circumstances where a second petition challenging the election of an

incumbent president succeeds in accordance with article 104 (6) and the

term of that incuntbent President expires.

To put a time line .for the holding of the postponed presidential elections in

article 104 (7).

To require the Chief Justice, whose term of ofJice is not connected to the

term of office of the president and of Member of Parliaruent, to take over the

presidency instesd of the Speaker of Parliament whose term of office ends

with that of the President. The Committee took note of the .fact that at the

expiry of the term of the President, it is possible thqt there will not be a

substantive speaker to take over the presidency as envisage in Article 104 (7)

since the term of the speaker ends with the term of the Parliament and the

new Speaker is sworn in by the President.

To prescribe the powers of the president on acting president may not

exercise.

To ensure that the duties of the Chief Justice are token over by the deputy

c h ief j u stic e for c o ntin u ity. 'i

. INSERTION OF NEW CLAUSE

ediately after clause 3, insert the following new clause-

a
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Article 105 of the Constitution is amended-

(a) by redrafting clause (2) as follows-

"(2) Aperson shall not hold office as President for more than two

(b) by inserting immediately after clause (2) the following-

"Clause (2) of this article shall come into effect upon the next dissolution of

Parliament."

JUSTIFICATION

o to reinstote term limits in the Constitution

o to clearly require thot for purpose of conputing ternt limits, the time start

running from the next dissolution of Parliamenl

5. CLAUSE 4, agreed upon

D,,
/

4up,Lv\ )16. INSERTION OF NEW CLAUSE

There is inserted, immediately after clause 4 of the Bill, the following new clause-

"Amendment of article 260 of the Constitution

Article 260 is amended in clause (2) by redrafting paragraph (f) as follows-

"(f) Chapter seven-article I 05 ( 1) and (2);"

JUSTIFICATION

o to entrench Article 105 (2) of the Constitution

o to require that the amendntent to Article 105 (2) is referred to o decision of
the people and approved by referendum.
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SIGNATURE OF MEMEBERS OF THE COMMITTEE

SN NAME CONSTITUENCY SIGNATURE

7. Oboth Jacob Marksons (Chair) West Budama South

2. Hon. Rwakoojo R Gureme Gomba West g,/;rq^^u
3 Hon. Gafabsa R M.uhumuza Bwamba County

4. Hon. lsalaEragu Veronica Kaberamaido County ffihot
n
)

5 Hon. Kafuuzi Jackson K Kyaka South
_l

6. Hon. Kajara Aston Mwenge south

7 Hon. AmodingMonicah DWR Kumi \-

8 Hon.Obua Denis Hamson Ajuri County

9 Hon. AchiaRemigio Pian County

LC Hon. Bitangaro Sam Kwezira Bufumbira South

1.1 Hon. Ongalo Kenneth Obote Kalaki County

L2 Hon. Agaba Abbas Mugisha Kitagwenda County

1_3 Hon. Azairwe Dorothy DWR Kamwenge

14 Hon. MugoyaKyawaGaster Bukooli North W)
15 Hon. Akamba Paul Busiki County

L6 Hon. Otto Edward Makmot Agago County

17 Hon. Adeke Anna Ebaju NFY MP \

18 Hon. Nsereko Muhammed Kampala Central
Division

19 Hon. Wilfred Niwagaba Ndorwa East

20 Hon. Abdu Katuntu Bugweri County

21 Hon. Ssemujju lbrahim Kira Municipality

22 Hon. MedardSsegonaLubega Busiro East

23 Hon. Mathias Mpuuga Masaka Municipality

24 Hon. Taban Amin Kibanda North Y\

25 Hon. Akello Rose Lilly DWR, Kabong

26 Hon. Akampulira Prosy DWR Rubanda



<usM271 Hon. Suubi Brenda Asinde DWR Iganga

DWR Rukiga
iLL, '*. L

Hon. Kamusiime Carolyn2
E

fi1fp,\1a291 Hon. Kasule Robert Sebunya Nansana Municipality
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I.O INTRODUCTION

The Constitution (Amendment) Bill, No 2 of 2017, o Privote Member's Bill wos reod

for the first time on 3'd October 20.l7 following the ocrimony thot engulfed the

presentotion of the motion seeking leove of the House to present o Privote

Member's Bill. On the 2$n doy of September 2017, Porlioment wos invoded by o

group of strongers thot come to be identified os soldiers from the Speciol Forces

Commond which guords the President. The ocrimony sow o number of Members

of Porlioment ossoulted by the soid oggressors ond the presentotion of the

Motion to o one-sided House.

On the some doy of oround 4PM, the Hon. Mogyezi wos gronted leove by the

House to present the Bill ond occordingly, it wos presented for the First Reoding

on 3'd October 2017.lt wos published 28t' September 2017 under on instruction

issued on beholf of the Clerk to Porlioment. On the 28th September 2017, a

Certificote of Finonciol lmplicotions wos issued under the hond of the Hon.

Minister responsible for Finonce.

o

ti,i

The Bill wos thus referred to the Committee on Legol ond Porliomentory Affoirs for

scrutiny with the specific mondote ond instruction of the Speoker to consult the

people of Ugondo on the motter.

The Bill proposes omong others ond most importontly, to omend by deleting O
Article 102(b) of the Constitution of the Republic of Ugondo. The clouse restricts

persons below Thirty Five yeors ond those obove Seventy Five Yeors from

contesting or nominotion for the post of President.

Rt. Hon Speoker ond Honoroble members, it is imperotive to strongly coution

ourselves whenever colled upon to moke lows, to remind ourselves of thot
..:i"i-r

" solemn responsibility especiolly while deoling with our constitution which wos

generoted by the consensus of the people. We must olwoys summon our

emory to highlight the struggles Ugondons hove undertoken ogoinst tyronny os

c
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olwoys reminded by the preomble to the Constitution. The ospirotions of our
people os expressed in the some Constitution must not be lost sight of.

Article 79 of the constitution requires porrioment os follows;

"(1) subiecf fo fhe provisions of fhis Consfifufion. Porliomenf sholl hoye powers fo
moke lo on onY matler for fhe Deoce. o develoomenf nd oood
oovernonce.

(2) Exceol os provided in fhis Consfifufion. no person or bodv thon
Porliom sholl hova er to moke orovisions hov o fhe force low in
uqonda exceot under outhoritv conferred bv on Act of porlioment.

(31 Porliamenl sholl protecl fhis Consfifufion ond promote fhe ocrotic
oovernonce of Uqondo"

The duty of this Porlioment is to moke, only those lows thot promote peoce,
order, development ond good governonce. The first summon to conscience
must hove o reflection on those ond no where beyond.

2.0 METHODOLOGY:

At the beginning of our work, the committee ogreed on o number of
stokeholders identified ond they were colled to moke presentotions ond
memorondo. The committee olso ogreed to conduct country-wide consultotions

on o Regionol bosis olthough some Members preferred to consult of District level

through sub-committees which were identified for thot work. (see the oppendix)

At the end of the Kompolo consultotions, we were informed thot the leodership

of Pqrlioment reversed this decision on the premises thot there were no resources

to undertoke the soid importont exercise! We believe ve ry strongly thot this wos o
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deliberote omission thot hos serious romificotions on the democrotic credentiols.

o duty thot the speoker directed us to perform.

Before commencing the retreot of the committee to scrutinize views collected

from selected citizens, o number of new members including Hon Robert

Sebunyo, Nonsono Nlunicipolity, Asinde Brendo Suubi, lgongo District, Tobon

Amin, MP Kibondo North, Komusime Coroline, Rukigo District, Akello Rose Lilly,

Koobongo District were ossigned to the committee to stort from thot odvonced

stoge.

The Speoker hod sent members on recess but more porticulorly the six members a
of the committee to porticipote ond represent Porlioment in the Eost Africon

lnter-porliomentory gomes which hove o schedule on our Porliomentory

colendor. Unfortunotely the Leodership of the committee opted to hove thern

excluded from the retreot by scheduling the some when those members were

o\ /oy on officiol duty. We believe this wos done in bod foith.

During the proceedings of the Committee on Fridoy B1h December 2017, the

Honoroble Medord Lubego Sseggono, MP Busiro County Eost ond Shodow

Minister for Justice ond Constitutionol Affoirs together with Honoroble Abdul

Kotuntu, MP for Bugweri County requested for on opportunity to moke some

proposols for omendment on Soturdoy 9th December 2017. lt wos of 7PM. The

Choir person Hon. Jocob Oboth directed thot the Vice choirperson would choir

the meeting os he hod on introduction porty of his nice to ottend on 9th

December 2017. This chonce did not moteriolize os the following doy the

Members hod left the Hotel ond the Honourobles Medord Lubego, Abdu Kotuntu

ond M Amoding were stroke off. A droft of the mojority report wos provided on

request os directed by the Choirmon thus this minority report.

o
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3.0 JUSTIFICATIONS FOR POINT OF DEPARTURE/DISENTS FROM THE MAIN REPORT

3.1 Whether the proposed omendments ore of legol or potilicol noture?

Article 8A of the Conslitution requires Ugondo to be governed on the
principles of Notionol lnterest ond Common good enshrined in the
Notionol objectives ond Directive principles of stote policy. The

Constitution does not envisoge omendments in the constitution to
entrench one mon's rule. Such endeovors dote os for bock os 2005 when
Article 105(2) of the Constitution wos omended to ollow president

Museveni to contest for presidency ofter his two terms were exhousted.

Some proponents of the Age limit removql premise their orgument of the
foct thot Ugondo still needs President Museveni. This is evident in the
severol memorondo presenied to the Committee. This opplies to some
opponents of the Bill some of whom view the Article 102(b) os o woy of
finolly ollowing o peoceful tronsition from one person to onother. The

minority observe thot the omendment is only brought for the convenience
of the President just like the removol of term limits.

The orgument thot the issue of oge limit removol is o politicol question to
be resolved by the porlioment ought to consider thot the power emonotes
from the people who should be consulted qnd thot this is the only woy of
putting in effect the spirit of Article I of the Constitution.

Guided by the obove considerotions, the minority members ore of the
opinion thot repeoling Article .l02(b) 

of the moment is very dongerous os it
is being done for only one possible beneficiory, the current
President. Constitutionol omendments ore never mode for but for posterity
peoce, order ond governonce. This is the proctice omong the civilized
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Notions guided by their Leoders. Article ,l02(b) 
hos not yet been tested

ond we find ourselves in no stolemote with-it.

Some proponents of the Bill hove orgued thot the continuity of Article
.l02(b) of the Constitution will threoten peoce ond tronquility both with in

Ugondo, Eost Africo ond Africo os o continent ond thot it sholl impoct on

development ond slow down the ochievements registered since 
.l986.

The minority rejects thot opinion os politicol blockmoil whose effect is the

destruction of institutions ond the institutionolized individuols. There ore )
exomples. ln Africo where there hove been peoceful chonge of greot

leoders to onother without injuring institutions, systems ond tronquility. All

thot country needs ore sofety volves, shored vision ond spirit of

constitutionolism thot drive their resolve to their constitutionolism thot drive

their resolve to their constitution. Exomples of such progressive countries

include Zombio, Ghono, Tonzonio, Kenyo, lvory coost, senegol, Nigerio

ond Kenyo to rnention but o few.

The proposed omendment especiolly on lifting oge limit is o politicol oction

whose consequences ore for reoching ond injurious to the democrotic
growth of Ugondo. lt is on ideo thot oll Ugondons should to the extent
possible express themselves on if we ore to olter their consensus os

expressed in the current constitution.

2.2.1 whether the Bill wos competenfly ptoced before the

committee?

ln clouse 2 of the Memorondum, the mover of the Bill premised it on ihe
Supreme Court decision in the cose of Amom q Mbobozi V Yoweri Koguto

Electorot commission ond the Attorney Gene rol in presidenfioi

a
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Elecfion Petition No. 0l of 2016. The Ruling gove instructions to the Attorney

Generol, o Respondent in the cose to toke up octions os directed by the

court, The ruling wos not in Rem /ogoinst the whore worrd); it wos in
personom (direcfed fo specific person/. lt stotes inter olio;

o) 'The Attorney Generol must follow up the recommendotions mode by

this Court with the other orgons of Stote, nomely Portiqment ond the

Executive.

b) The Attorney Generql sholl reporl lo the Court within two yeors from the

dote of lhis Judgment the meosures thqt hove been tqken to implement
lhese recommendotions.

c) The Courl mqy thereofter moke further orders ond recommendotions qs

il sees fit'.

The mover is not the Attorney Generol whom the court directed to toke

oction. The Attorney Generol occording to the dote of Judgment which is

26th August 2016 is still with in time to comply with the directives of court.

And ofter toking oction, he wos supposed to fire o report to court.

The presentotion of the Bill by the soid Privote Member connol be in

complionce of terms ond directives of the Supreme Court rother it's the

octions of on overzeolous member of the House who should not hioe

under the clock of thot judgement. lndeed the oge limit wos never on

issue before Court. The criticol issues before Court os contoined in thot
judgement hove deliberotely been left out of this Bill.

Furfher, the Certificote of Finonciol lmplicotion by the Minister of Finqnce

upon which the Bill wos premised is offensive to Section 76 of Ugondo
Public Finonce Mon ement Act, 2015 which provides os follows;

i
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"76. Cosl esfimofes for Bills.

(l ) Every Bill introduced in Porliomenf sho// be occomponied by o
certificofe of flnonciolimplicofions issued by the Minisfer.

(2) The certificate of finoncial implicofions issued under subsecfion (l) shall

indicote the esfimoles of revenue ond expenditure over the period of not

/ess thon two yeors offer fhe coming into effect of the Billwhen possed.

(3) ln oddifion to fhe requiremenfs under subsection (2) fhe cerfificoie of

finonciolimplicotions sho// indicote the impoct of the Bil/ on fhe economy.

(4) Notwifhsfonding sub secfions (l), (2) ond (3), o certificote of finonciol

implication sho// be deemed fo hove been issued offer 60 doys from the

dofe of request for the certificofe."

This provision is fortified by Rule 117 of the Rules of Procedure which

provides in similor terms os follows;

Certificole of finoncial implicofions

(l) Every Bill introduced in Porlioment sho// be occornponied by c
certificofe of finoncialimplicotions issued by the Minister.

(2) The cerfificote of finonciol implicotions issued under subseciion (l) shol:

indicofe fhe estimofes of revenue ond expendifure over the period of nof

/ess thon two yeors ofter fhe coming inf o effect of the Bill when possed.

(3) ln oddition fo the requiremenfs under subsection (2) the certificoie of
finonciolimplicotions sho// indicofe the impoct of the Bitt on the economy.

(4) Notwifhstonding sub secfions (l), (2) ond (3), o certificote of finonciot

implication sho// be deemed io hove been issued ofter 60 doys from fhe
dofe of requesf f or fh ificote

a
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Criticol onolysis of the Certificote of Finonciol lmplicotions os oppended
indicotes thot:

o) The purported certificote is in respect of constitutionol omendments

2017, different from constitutionol (Amendment) (No-2) Biil of 2017.

Accordingly, constitutionol (Amendment) (No-2) Bill, 201T hos no

supporting certificote of finonciol implicotion.

b) ln microscopic event thot ihe reference wos being mode to

Constitutionol (Amendment) (No-2) Bill of 2017, folsely indicotes thot
the Bill hos no possibility of inflicting ony odditionol cost on MTEF, yet os

minority we hove observed thot Porlioment hos olreody spent over l3
billion shillings thot hod not been budgeted previously for focilitoting
members to corry out consultotions.

ln light of the obove, if shou/d be nofed thot the Certificote fo//s shod

of required detoil for if does not orticulote how much revenue witt be
generofed or how much will be expended in o period of not /ess thon 2

yeors. lt is only then thot deferminotion moy be mode whefher the

onficipoted revenues ond expendifures wou/d be within the Medium

Term Expendit ure F romew ork. Ihis conlrovenes t.) gondo P ublic Finonce

Monogemenf Act rendering the Certificofe null ond void.

lssues surrounding the publicolions of the Bill

whereos the motion wos possed on 27th september,2olz ond the
purported certificote of finonciol implicotion issued on 2$tr September,

2017, the Bill wos prepored ond fonarorded to porlioment on the sqme

doy. Porlioment proceeded to submit the Bill to UPPC for publicotion

without Locol Purchose order os per the letter from the Clerk to
9
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Porlioment doted 29tr, September, 2017, o doy ofter the Bill hod been

gozetted.

2.3 Whether orticle 102(b) of lhe Conslitution is discriminolory?

The minority reject the ossertion by our mojority brethren to the effect thot

Article .l02(b) 
is discriminotory ogoinst people on occount of old oge within

the meoning of Articles 21 ond 32 of the Constitution. We ogree with

numerous stokeholders who distinguished discriminotion from limitotion or

restriction. o
Equol opportunities Commission orgued thot oge is not on element enshrined

in Article 2\ of the Constitution thot describes whot omounts to discriminotion.

This wos echoed by Ugondo Low Reform Commission, Prof. Edword Fredrick

Sempebwo, Prof. Mwombusyo Ndebeso ond Mr.Peter Muliiro, We ogree with

them on thot being the correct interpretotion of the Article.

Article 2l(3) of the Constitution provides thus, "For the purposes of fhis Artide,

"discriminofe" meons to give different treotment to different persons

ottributoble only or moinly to fheir respecfive descripfions by sex, roce,

colour, ethnic origin, tribe, birth, creed or religion, sociol or economic a
slonding, polilicol opinion or disobility".

The tenets of discriminotion under Article 21 are exhousted therein ond ony

oddition thereto omounts to on omendment of the Constitution which is not

occeptoble in the monner of hond.

The minority observe thot the limitotion ploced by Article .l02(b) of the

ls within the ombit of Article 43 (2)(c) of theconstitution is justified on

10



constitution. Article 43(2) provides situotions where o limitotion moy e ploced
in public interest ond in porticulor Article 43(2) (c) provides thus;

" AnY limitation of the enjoyment of fhe righfs ond freedoms prescribed by this

chopter beyond whot is occepfoble ond dem onstrobly justifioble in o free

ond democratic sociefy or whol is provided in fhis consfifufion',.

It is the view of the minority thot the limitotion in Article l02(b) is reosonoble

ond justified for o free ond democrotic society.

The reference to Article 32 os hoving ony propinquity to the Bill is obsurd ond
misconceived. Article 32(l ) provides thus,

"Nofwifhstonding onything in fhis consfitufion, the sfofe shqll foke qffirmotive

oction in fovour of groups morginolized on lhe bosis of gende r, ctge, disobility
or onY other reoson creofed by history, trqdition or cusfom , for the purpose of
redressing imbolance which exisf ogoinsl them,,

Rt. Hon Speoker ond colleogues, we were never referred to ony custom,

trodition or history thot morginolized ony group of persons on occount of oge.
We were unoble to come ocross ony imbolonces orising out of or connected
to oge os o foctor for it to omount to discriminotion in the terms of Article 2l

so us to require redress under Article 32. We never come ocross ony person

comploining obout discriminotion on occount of oge so os to come within the

ombit of Article 32(l) of the Constitution. No Ugondon hod ever offered to
contest for presidency being below the oge of 35 or obove 25 ever since the
limitotion clouse wos enocted in 199S.

Furthermore, the Equol Opportunities Commission orgued thot Article 32 of
the Constitution is only meont to provide o mechonism to toke offirmotive
oction's in fovor of the morginolized for purposes of redressing

11
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imbolonces which exist ogoinst them. This Article does not describe oge os

discriminotory but rother os o ground through which imbolonces con be

redressed.

The Ugondo Low Reform Commission opposed the omendment of Article

102(b) os it hinges on other provisions thot hove oge limits like Article .l44(l)

ond other provisions reloting to public servonts. This wos re-echoed by Prof. E.F

Ssempebwo. The minority therefore is of the opinion thot Article .l02 (b) does

not discriminote on occount of oge, but only o quolificotion like ony other,

e.g. Article ,l02 (o) requires thot for one to be President, he/she must be o

citizen of Ugondo by birth. Equolly, Article .l02 (c) requires thot for one to

become president, he/she must quolify to be o Member of Porlioment os

provided under Article B0 (l) of the Constitution.

2.3.1 Cloim thot the Bill is in occordonce to the directives in the

Amomo Mbobozi versus Yoweri Kogulo Museveni Cose:

The proponents of the Bill relied cloim to rely on the decision of the

Supreme Court.

ln the ruling of Amomo Mbobozi V Yoweri Koguto Museyeni, Electorot

Commission ond the Attorney Generol in Presidenfiol Eleclion Pelition No. 0l of

2016 court ruled thot; a
'Before we foke /eove of this motfer, we would like to point out o
number of oreos of concern. We musf nofe thot in fhe post two

Presidenfiol Petitions, fhis Courf mode some importont observofions ond

recornmendotions with r reform in fh
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Ihe lofe enocfment of relevonf legislolion: We observed fhof fhe ECA

ond the PEA were omended os /ofe os November,2015. /ndeed the

Choirmon of fhe Commission gave the /ote omendmenf of fhe /ow os

fhe reoson for exfending the nominotion dote. we recommend thot

tofth f min

s/o

lmplementolion of recommendofions by fhe Supreme Courf: we nofe

fhof most of the recornrnendotions for reform mode by this Court in fhe

previous presidentio/ e/ecfion pefitions, hove remoined lorgety

unimplemenfed. lt moy we// be thot no outhctrity wos identified to f slls\N

up their implementqtion. We hove neverfhe/ess observed in this

petition thof the Ru/es require fhot fhe Aftorney Genero/ be served wifh

oll the documenls in the petifion. We hove furfher noled thot the

Attorney Generol moy object fo wifhdrowol of proceedings. Therefore

fhe Attorney Genero/ is the aufhorify thot musl be served with fhe

recommendoiions of this Court for necessary f ollow up.

We occordingly order os fo/lows:

o) "fhe Attorney Genero/ musf follow up the recommendolions mode

by this Court with the other orgons of Sfofe, nomely Porlioment ond

the Execufive.

b) The Attorney Genero/ sho// report to the Court within fwo yeor.s from

fhe dofe of this Judgment fhe meosures thot hove been foken fo

imp/emenf fhese recommendotions.

c) Ihe Courf moy fhereofter mqke further orders ond

recommendofions os if sees fif '.

h
t
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The decision of court is specificolly directing the Attorney Generol to toke

up the recommendotions ond couse the necessory omendments to

Porlioment. He is olso directed to report bock to court with two yeors from

the dote of the judgment. The judgement is doted 26th August 2016 which

meons he hos time to toke oll the necessory steps up to 26tn August 20lB

including the doy of 25rh August 2018. ln cose of ony chollenges found the

court left o lei woy for the Attorney Generol to come bock ond new orders

be issued.

The promoters of the Bill orgue thot they presented it to comply with the

directive to the Attorney Generol by the Supreme Court.

Whereos it is true thot the Attorney Generol hos not token ony step in

complionce with the directives of court, it is not true thot the he is time

borred.

We observe thot the Bill does not oddress the concerns in the Judgment,

The issue of Age limit for exomple, hos never been in oll presidentiol

election petitions whether no-l of 2016 or the previous ones.

We reject the folse justificotion'thot the Bill wos brought to comply with

orders ond recommendotions in the cose of Amdmo Mbobozi V yoweri

Koguto Museveni, Electorol Commission ond lhe Altorney Generol in Presidentiol

Elecfion Petilion No.0l of 2016.

As Porlioment we must insist thot Government should introduce comprehensive

constitutionol omendments following o well-known constitutionol review

commission os undertoken by the Attorney Generol before this House. Allowing

this Bill will be to sonction the obuse of our institutions ond drogging the Judiciory

o
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2.3 Whether the omendment bill is o Recipe for politicol ond Constitulionol

instobility:

Dr. Mwombutsyo Ndebeso opined thot the proposed omendment of orticle
.l02(b) 

is likely to couse constitutionol ond politicol instobility. Thot the removol

of oge limits promotes the strongmon phenomenon thot slows the growth ond

development of stote institutlons in our politicol order. He coutioned of o
donger to hove o senile president in office which could leod to disintegrotion

of the country.

The Democrotic Porty opposed the omendment ond orgued thot orticle

I 02(b) focilitotes peoceful ond Constitutionol tronsition.

Professor Boryomurebo Venensius opposed the removol of the oge restriction

ond orgued thot there wos no evidence to show thot onyone hos ever

contested for the office of President when they were below 35 or obove 75

yeors of oge. He further noted thot Ugondo's History is chorocterized by

struggles ogoinst the forces of tyronny, oppression ond exploitotion coused by

ombitious leoders who wont to over stoy in power by exploiting institutions

ond the people.

We observe thot incumbent Presidents with executive powers ond control

over Notionol resources hove from the time of independence used stote

mochinery to monipulote the people ond systems to cloim ortificiol populority.

There is no record of ony former president who wos not populor up to the time

of their respective overthrow.

Professor Ssempebwo Fredrick on his port orgued thot o constitution reflects

the consensus thot emerged from the Odoki Commission's proceedings ond

the Constituent Assembly. This consensus wos not bosed on isoloted principles,

(...P
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but on integroted structures of governonce towords unity, peoce, equolity,

democrocy, freedom ond sociol economic progress of the individuol ond the

notion. Thot the constitution is the foundotion upon which the body politic is

nourished, notured ond grows, Thot foilure to hove orderly succession of

government, smooth hondover, feor of the unknown is recipe for turmoil ond

instobility.

It is the view of the minority thot omending Article ,l02(b) 
of the Constitution is

likely to throw the country into choos ond instobiliiy os it promotes self-seeking

by incumbents. o
Africon stotes ore fond of hoving constitutions for regimes ond presidents

other thon the populotion. All countries thot hove omended their constitutions

in reference to both oge ond term limits hove done so to fovor the

incumbents. E.g. Kenyo in 2004 omended the presidentiol oge limit both the

upper oge of 70 ond lower of 35 for purposes of letting Hon. Mwoi Kiboki to

be oble to contest in 2007. Comeroon omended its constitution in 2008 to

ollow Mr. Poul Biyo to extend his 25 yeor rule over Comeroonions post 201 1.

Gombio on 25th July 20.l7 removed oge limit by omending section 62 of the

1997 Constitution purposely to benefit A/r. Ousormon Dorbue the leoder of the

united Democrotic Porty to become the vice presideni. Rwondo, in 20.l6 the O
omendments mode to the constitution were to enoble Mr. Poul Kogome to
contest ogotn.

We observe thot there ore countries like Burkino Foso with lower cop of 35 ond
upper cop of 75 yeors occording to the 2Ol0 Constitution. lvory Coost 's

Constitution of 2000 os cmended on lltn October 2016 with two term limits onrj

upper cop is fixed of 75yeors. Djibouti's Constitution oflower cop of 40 whi le e

16
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2010 puts the oge limit between 40 ond 65 yeors. We consider these countries to

be port of progressive dernocrocy.

ln Ugondo, the only foreseeoble beneficiory of the intended omendment is the

only person who hos been President ond is disquolified from stonding in the nexi

election.

It is our view therefore thot the proposol to omend Article 102 (b) of the

Constitution only seeks to promote life presidency os well crs negote modern

proctices of constitutionolism

Recommendotions

This porticulor Bill is bosed on wrong ossumptions ond is not justified in

democrotic governonce. lt offends the Rules of Procedure ond Public

Finonce Monogement Act in respect of Certificote of Finonciol

implicotions ond we invite members to recoll our history of this country ond

reject this bill in its entirety.

Conclusion

We reject the Bill os presented for the reosons oforesoid ond others

hereunder. We believe the bill wos not brought in good foith ond is

intended to undermine the democrotic poth of the country.

As the Speoker guided, Government should estoblish the Constitution

Review Commission ond speorheod the development of o comprehensive

Constitutionol omendments desired by the entire country.
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COMMITTEE ON LEGAL AND PARLIAMENTARY AFFAIRS

APPROVING THE MINORITY REPORT ON THE CONSTITUTION (AMENDMENT)No 2 B.LLL,
2017

o

a

NO NAME CONSTITUENCY PARTY SIGNATURE

__--^---\
1 Medard Lubega Sseggona Busiro East D.P lr,.gr*Z

)
2 Wilfred Niwagaba Ndonna East Indep

3 Abdul Katuntu Bugweri County FDC

\-
(

4 Mathias Mpuuga Masaka

Municipality

DP

it

5 Monica Amoding Kumi District NRM

6 MO{rammqd Nsereko Kampala Central Indep

ffi
7 Semujju Ibrahim Nganda Kira Municipality FDC

8 Ann Adeke Ebaju National

Yor-rth(Female)

Indep
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CERTIFICATE

OF

FI NANCIAL I M PLICATIONS

sviade under Section 76 0f The pubric Finance Management Act 2015)
THIS IS TO CERTIFY thAt thc BiII CNtitICd, TH E CONSTITUTION(AMENDMENT) BrLL, 20L7, has been examined as required under
;;'J,,"[ olu ,;i,, ll",.uoo.J:i'[;lf:";;; Manasemunr A.t, zoi! r*
(a) Background:

In accordance with Articres 2?g and 262 0f the consiitution of theRepublic of Uganda, on ilre zzin sup;;;;., 20L7, parriament granted

^:i::rt;.:;[,,1]3?]i, 
Masyezi (Mp), ro introduce u," consrturion

The amendment of the Constitution of the Republic ot [Jgancla is alsoprenlised orl the Supreme court decision in Amama Mbabazi vs yoweriKaguta Museveni, Erectorai Commission and Attorney Generar inPresidential Election petition No. 01 of 201.6,

l)agc I ol'3



(b) 0hjectir/r'r 0if ilre Sill:

The objective of t.lre Biil is to amend the constitution of the Republic of
Uganda;

i) -fo provide for the time
parlianrentary and local
articie 61;

ii) To provide for eligibility
elected as president or
102(b) and 183(Z)(b);

within which to hold presidential,
government' council elections under

requirements for a
District Chairperson

person to be
under articles

iii) To increase the number of days within which to file anddeterrnine a presldential election petition under lO4(Z) and(3); and
iv) To increase the number of days within whiclr ilre Electoral

Commission is required to hold a fresh election where apresidential election is annulled under article 104(6).

(c) Expected outputs and the Impact of the Bill on theeconomy:

The proposed amendments to tt-re Constitution will strengthen theConstitution provision of Article 1 whiclr gives the people of Ugandathe absolute rrght to determine how they shourd be governed andarticles 2r and 32 which prohibit any form of discrimination on thebasis of age and other factors.

As a result, discrimination will be eliminated and this will strengthenthe provisions of Equality and Freedom in ttre Constitution and providea non-dlscriminatory environment for all Ugandans in terms ofleadership aspirations.

In addition, the amendment is expected to provide for the keyrecommendations of the Supreme Court ruling in presidential Election
hence strengthening the Electoral process and fairness.

(d)

The planned expenditure will
Terrn Expenditure Framework
Agencies concerned.

Planned Expenditure by major components
period: over the MTEF

be accommodated within the Medium
for the Ministries, Departmerrts and
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(e) Ful-iding anrl huclcletary urnpiicatiirins;

There are no eldcJiticnitl firtainciai obligations beyond what is in the
Mediunr Term Expertcliture Franrework and thus the Bill is bLrciget
neutrai.

(f ) Expected benefits/ savings
Govern m ent:

i) Enhance democracy of Ugandans;
ii) strengthen the provisions of Equality and Freedom

Constitution of the Republic of Uganda; andiii) Str:engthen the electoral process in Uganda.

Submitted my hand this 28il'day of September, ZOLT

#
ati (MP)

and/or revenue to

in the

tja

^P.,IINISTER OF
DEVE LOPM E NT

FINANCE, PLANNING AND ECONOMIC

Received by: .

Date:
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Prr*,r; |ifi,lllil1"'] 'f D.it- LJ G rui'i *l;a-

OF'FECE OT?'}.'F{tr C}-,trRI( TO PAIILIAh4|B] I{T

Parliaurent I-Iouse, P'O' Ilo'x 717t3' Kampala Ugarlda'

IUephorre: o,r,4-377oo0tjiz, sul:2, tr,?,:,iiil,';,1',1#;i,'fl3,f.: lnail: cicrkcDpallirnrelt'go'ug

--;-l

c l* ntPJE(oFUqno^

In any corresPondence on

this subject Please quote No'
ANI rs7l440/01

28'h September 2017

lhe Managing Director
LJganda Printing and Pr'rblishing Company

Entebbe - Uganda

t*q^v'tvJd
v,^0\A,"',

d zafqloiT(Lt.ceav
Dear Sir,

IlE: TNSTRUC'UON TO GAZTTTTI' AND PITINT TI{B COT{S'|!.I'IJ'i'ION

rAN/i E}{DMENT) (NO. 2) BTLL, 2OL7

Kiridly publish and print the above Bill in the ugancl a Gazefie as a matter of urrgency.

Youls faithfullY,

I

Pius P. Biribonwoha
Iror: Clerk to Parliament
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{"}g.flr[{-_]ii ilF' 'l'XJ ilt E.'X,fiI.{f;{

i i +_i {_, iiL i\nj $_br,r
'['{J *!A f,tI_,I z\ I\d Iil,\ ]'

P;trl i :r rncrrt ['roLrs(,, Ir,() I] o i;,r |i,$, Lar-rr iraj u i-Juancla.'iertrirr.rrtg: il{ i1--177{r(ior,tt,i,?;i,.il;],,,;:i,i,i,l,iill*l*;:lli.,l,,ir''.ru,r.uularriar.e,r.r:o 
*g

ii ::-flr',.i,:-:t\l)(r{Idrti:aC,lr
l,i; ;i;1y1,', 1 {)ir:a5( q$otu N(, AJ 388/455/01

.19 Scpleniber 20 l7

Ccneral Manager

f .igancla Prinring & Publishing Corporation (UppC)

li nteh he

I)[i]l,AYIil) ISSUANCti OF LOCAL pUt]CIIAT^ti OtrDtitt fl.pO)

l'his is to infirr:m 1'cru that \\re are processing rhe l-i:cal Purchase Orcfcr (l-PQ) t"or the
{'lrr: (ltxstilrrtit:rnal Ameuciment Bill, 2Al7'. l-Iorvever, our si,stem processes are su

unat'rlc 1<l irt'ocluce tire 1.,P0 irtrmediately but. rve do undertake to procluce it by
:() I 7.

'ih.;ie(bre irr view ol'tlte aLrove; rve kinrlly requcst you to proceecl with the

\\''c rcnrairt gratetirl lor yor"rr itrclulgerrce

Yours tai


